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Date: 4/7/2009
Time: 10:43 AM
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User: RANDALL

ROA Report
Case: CV-2007-0008274-C Current Judge: Gordon W Petrie

Parkwest Homes vs. Julie G Barnson, etal.
Parkwest Homes vs. Julie G Barnson, Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems

Other Claims
Judge

Date
9/29/2008

10/2/2008

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 10/02/2008 09:OO AM: Hearing
Vacated mo file second amended comp-no opposition by Mortgage
Electronic and a stipulaton for judg against Julie Barnson forthcoming

Gordon W Petrie

Stipulation for entry of judgment (fax)

Gordon W Petrie

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Motion for Summary Judgment

Gordon W Petrie

Affidavit of Ryan T McFarland in support of mo

Gordon W Petrie

Memorandum in support of Mortgage Electronic Systems Mo for Summary Gordon W Petrie
Judgment
Notice Of Hearing on Mortgage Electronic Systems Mo for Summary
Gordon W Petrie
Judgment 11-24-08 3:00

10/6/2008

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 11/24/2008 03:OO PM) Sum
Gordon W Petrie
Judgment
Order Granting Leave to File Second Amended complaint to Foreclose Lien Gordon W Petrie
Second Amended Complaint Filed to foreclose lien

Gordon W Petrie

10/7/2008

Civil Disposition entered for: Barnson, Julie G, Defendant; Parkwest
Gordon W Petrie
Homes, Plaintiff. Filing date: 10/7/2008 Default Judgment Against Julie G.
Barnson Only $174,208.39

1111012008

Affidavit david zawadzki (fax)
Memorandum in opposition to mortgage electric motion for summary
judgment (fax)

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

1111712008

Reply to Plt Memorandum in Oppose to Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Mo for Summary Judgment

Gordon W Petrie

11/24/2008

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 11/24/2008 03:OO PM: Motion
Held Sum Judgment (Under Advisement)

Gordon W Petrie

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Yvonne Hyde-Gier
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages
Case Taken Under Advisement

Gordon W Petrie

Gordon W Petrie

Memorandum Decision On Def Mortgage Electronic Systems lNCs Motion Gordon W Petrie
for Summary Judgment
Civil Disposition entered for: Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
Defendant; Parkwest Homes, Plaintiff. Filing date: 1/26/2009

Gordon W Petrie

Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action

Gordon W Petrie

Certificate of Service

Gordon W Petrie

Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court ($86.00 for the Supreme
Court to be receipted via Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Burns, Robert B (attorney for
Parkwest Homes) Receipt number: 0375372 Dated: 3/9/2009 Amount:
$15.00 (Check) For: Parkwest Homes (plaintiff)

Gordon W Petrie

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Gordon W Petrie

Notice of Appeal-Parkwest Homes

Gordon W Petrie

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 375374 Dated 3/9/2009 for 300.00)$100 for
Clerks Record $200 for Reporters Transcript

Gordon W Petrie

Date: 4/7/2009
Time: 10:43 AM
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icial District Court Canyon County
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Case: CV-2007-0008274-C Current Judge: Gordon W Petrie

Parkwest Homes vs. Julie G Barnson, etal.
Parkwest Homes vs. Julie G Barnson, Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems

Other Claims
Date
3/9/2009

Judge
Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Fee (Please insert case #) Gordon W Petrie
Paid by: Burns, Robert B Receipt number: 0375375 Dated: 3/9/2009
Amount: $86.00 (Check)

Robert B. Bums, ISB No. 3744
BARRETT,ROCK&
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.com
23-095.1

CAN\iCN COUNTY CLERK
'1:CIq$J/!;FOSD, C;Ep\jTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case NO.

<C

7-

9379

VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSE LIEN

Plaintiff,
VS.

Fee Category: A
Fee: $88.00

JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
BLACK HAWKE CONSTRUCTION
LENDING, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company; MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendant.

I

Plaintiff ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest"), as its complaint in this action,
alleges as follows:
1.

ParkWest, an Idaho limited liability company with its offices in Narnpa,

Idaho, is a registered contractor engaged in the construction and sale of residential dwellings.
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2.

Defendant Julie G. Barnson ("Barnson"), an unrnanied woman, owns that

certain real property that is the subject of this action, which has a street address of 28 123 Silo
Way, Wilder, Idaho, and is more particularly described as follows (the "Property"):
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the
official plat thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official
Records of Canyon County, Idaho.
3.

Defendant Black Hawke Construction Lending, LLC, an Idaho limited

liability company ("BHCL"), is the beneficiary under a deed of trust secured by the Property
recorded April 10,2006, by the Canyon County Recorder as Instrument No. 200626217 (the
"BHCL Deed of Trust").
4.

Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., a Delaware

limited liability company ("MERS"), is the beneficiary under two deeds of trust secured by the
Property: the first recorded November 14,2006, by the Canyon County Recorder as Instrument
No. 200690998 and the second recorded November 14,2006, by the Canyon County Recorder as
Instrument No. 200690999 (jointly, the "MERS Deeds of Trust").
5.

Does 1-10 are unknown parties as may be discovered holding an interest

in the BHCL Deed of Trust, the MERS Deeds of Trust, andlor the Property, which Plaintiff
reserves the right to add as additional named defendants if and when their names and interests
may be discovered.
6.

This Court has jurisdiction over all parties to this action pursuant to Idaho

Code 4 5-5 14, and the amount in controversy exceeds the jurisdictional minimum requirement of
$10,000. Venue is properly in Canyon County, Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Code 4 5-401.
7.

On or about March 15,2006, Barnson, as "Owner," and ParkWest, as

"Contractor," entered into a contract for ParkWest's construction of a two-story residence (the

-
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"Residence") on the Property for the sum of $450,000. Thereafter, Barnson requested that
numerous upgrades and changes in the scope and the cost of the work be performed, which
ParkWest undertook to do based on the assurances of Barnson that she would pay for such
upgrades and additional work. Such requested changes, together with Barnson's delay in making
numerous decisions and selections reasonably required for the construction work to progress,
resulted in substantial increased costs to and work by ParkWest for which it is entitled to be paid
by Bamson. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the parties' construction contract, Bamson
agreed to pay interest at the rate of 18% per annum on amounts not paid within five days after
request for payment was made. As a result of the foregoing, including the upgrades, changes,
delays, and interest, Bamson owed ParkWest the approximate sum of $189,117.99 as of
November 1,2006.
8.

The Certificate of Occupancy for the Constructed Residence is attached

hereto as Exhibit A, which establishes November 1, 2006, as the completion date of the work on
the Residence that was required to be done by the terms of the parties' construction contract.
9.

Based on Barnson's failure to pay ParkWest for the foregoing referenced

work, upgrades, changes, delays, and interest, ParkWest filed with the Canyon County Recorder
on November 28,2006, a Claim of Lien in the amount of $189,117.99 and mailed to Barnson by
certified mail a copy of the recorded Claim of Lien on November 30,2006. Copies of the
referenced Claim of Lien and proof of receipt are attached hereto as Exhibit B.
10.

On April 13,2007, Barnson filed a Chapter 11 petition in bankruptcy, and

on July 21,2007, the bankruptcy court granted ParkWest relief from the automatic stay to
foreclose its lien rights against the Property pursuant to the order attached hereto as Exhibit C.
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11.

ParkWest has incurred $6.00 for recording the Claim of Lien and $875.00

for a litigation guarantee by Pioneer Title Company-Nampa in order to set forth all the parties
having an interest in the Property as named in this complaint, for which costs ParkWest is
entitled to be reimbursed. Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code 8 45-5 13, ParkWest is entitled
to recover its filing fees in the amount of $88.00 and reasonable attorney fees, which are in the
amount of $2,500.00 in the event this complaint is uncontested and goes by default, and
otherwise such additional sum as may be awarded by the Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e).
12.

Pursuant to Idaho Code 5 45-505, Barnson's interest in the Property is

junior to the interest of ParkWest and therefore subject to foreclosure.
13.

Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506 and 45-512, the liens of the BHCL

Deed of Trust, BHCL, the MERS Deed of Trust, and MERS against the Property are junior to the
lien of ParkWest.
14.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to foreclosure the Property to satisfy its lien,

together with recovering prejudgment interest thereon and its costs and attorney fees.

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, ParkWest prays for judgment as follows:
1.

for a decree that ParkWest has a valid lien against the Property in the

amount of $189,117.99, after the deduction of all just offsets, credits, and payments;

2.

for a decree that all defendants in this action, and all persons claiming now

or in the fbture under, by, or through any defendant, have only such interests in the Property as
are subsequent, junior, and inferior to ParkWest's lien;
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3.

for a decree by the Court that the defendants, and each of them, and all

persons claiming now or in the hture under, by, or through any defendant, be barred and
foreclosed of all right, title, interest, claim, or equity of redemption in or to the Property;
4.

for a decree of foreclosure with respect to the sale of the Property by the

Sheriff of Canyon County, Idaho, in accordance with applicable law, and ordering that the
proceeds of said sale be applied to satisfy Plaintiffs lien and total judgment;
5.

for a decree that any party to this action may become a purchaser at the

foreclosure sale of the Property and that the Sheriff execute a deed to said purchaser or
purchasers, who shall be allowed possession of the Property upon production of said Sheriffs
deed, certificate of sale, or bill of sale;
6.

for the costs of perfecting and enforcing ParkWest's lien, costs of suit, and

reasonable attorney fees, which are in the amount of $3,469.00 in the event this complaint is
uncontested and goes by default, to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the
Property; and
7.

for prejudgment interest from November 28,2006, at the rate provided

under the contract for construction of the Residence or, alternatively, by Idaho Code
§ 28-22-104(1), to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the Property.

DATED this

(6 day of August 2007.

-

Robert B. &s
- Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiff

-
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STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Ada

) ss.
)

DAVID ZAWADZKI, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

He is a member of ParkWest Homes LLC, the limited liability company named in
the above-entitled proceeding and is authorized to make this verification in its behalf.
He has read the foregoing VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE LIEN,
knows the contents thereof, and the same are true to the best of his knowledge, information, and
belief.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

6

*

day of August 2007.

/NOTARY @ LIC FOR
Residing at
;\ S J " ~ O .
My Commission Expires /$/$a

2
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Nov-02-2006

1 1 :54pm

FroWlYM I

WLOPKNT
SERVICES DEPT

t2OB 454 ((31

Canyon County
Development Services Department
Certificate of Occupancy
Zoning 454-7454

T-10s

P 001/001

F-(77

Occupancy Issued:

1IM /2006

Building 454-7460

Tracking Number: BP2006-401

C~certOC.srw

Parcel:

Owner:
Julie Barnson

Voice

26123 Silo Way, Wilder, ID 83676
03
Parcel # :A372 14-1
Sec: 29
Twn: 4N
Range:5W
Sub: Riverbend Subdivision
Lot(s): 4
Block: 1

Project Info:

Auto Sprinkler: No
Occ Group: R-3/U
Occ Laad:

w

Prj Value: $194,323.
Item No: 101 Single Family Res
Prj Type: New
Occ Type: Residential/ Garage

Cnstr Type: VB
Zoning: A
Project Notes:
Code Edition: 2003 IRC
Two stow with en~ineeredtall walls. APA aaraae fronts, 384 s.f, bonus room over aaraae. 173 s.f. covered porch. Final
SWDH is in office.

Zoning Condition(s) that have been completed:
Final SWDH Pennit required in oflce or verified by inspector before final.

Property owner is responsible for identification of all property boundaries to measure setbacks from. Structures must be
at least seventy (70)) feet from a section line or quarter-section line, unless appmved otherwise by the highway dlstriCt
having jurisdiction.
Address numbers must be illuminated or reflective and displayed on the reskience, at the driveway entrance and at the
approach to the public mad.
Driveway to be constructed prior to final inspection.
By signing this certificate the applicant understands that Fire Districts may require sprinkler fire suppression for inhabited
structures over 3600 sq ft.

This structure or portion thereof, has been inspected for compliance with the Canyon County Building Code Ordinance for
building construction and use. This stnroture or portion thereof, has been inspected for compliance with the Canyon
County Zoning Ordinance for land use. The issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy shall not be construed as an approval
of a violation of the provisions of this code or of other ordinances of this jurisdiction.
/7

EXHIBIT A

Abova Spacs for Roc4niaWs
Use
MECBANIC'S LEN

The undersigned ParkWest Homcs, claimant, claims a mechanic's lien upon the following described real
property in Cmym County, Wild-* Idaho,
Lat 4 In Black 1 of Rlverbend Subd)visiom, according to the offlclnl plat thereof, 6kd in Book 34 of
Plnb at P.gs 2, OfBcial Recotds of Canyon County Idaho.
The sum of One bandred and eighty-dne tbounnad one h 8 n d d and 8eventem dollam and ninetydue cents (S189,117.99) together with interest calculated at the rate of Eighteen percent par year h m
November 1' 2006 is duo claimant for the following Isba 8nd ma&xi& h i s h e d by the chhaot:
General Description of the Work and Materiala Furnished
Constructionof a single family residence
Claimant W s h e d the work and matqrials at the request of, or under coobact with Juli G. Bamson

The owner and q u l d owners of the propsrty are Julie G.Barnson

-

ParkWest Homes
Company Name

David Z a M
Authorized RqwsenWve of SaId Company

V~CATION:

I, the undersigned, say: I am tha Authorid Repmatathe of the claimant of the forqoing mechanic's
lien; I have dsaid mecha&*slian and h o w the conthcrcoC dro same is true of my knowledge.

I declare under poaalty of perjury that tho fomgoiag is true and comet.
November ,
2006, at Nampa, Idaha

WITNESSthe hands and seal of said Orantoft this

I,

h

P~,CI,

A$

day of n b L \ d

,20&

-

C, ae,%5t,b a Notary Public in and for said County and S m , hmby certify Lat
personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis on satisfactory evidence)
b
I

to be the pemn(s) whoso oame(s) islm subscribed to the within inslmment and acknowledged to me that
hdshetthey executed the same voluntarily on the day the same bears date.

JANlCE C.HANSON
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE CJF !DhI.I( 1

EXHIBIT 6

i)OC)O.ll.

W(TNESS my

haud and official seal.
Steta of

2

JANICE C.HANSON
NOTARY PUBLIC

Initinled by: Owner-

Contractor -

UNlTEP.--..
STAT'
POSTAL SEUVK

p

.---

-

------..I

- ..-

------I-.LI

Date: 0713012007
NICK ZAWADZKI:
The following is in response to your 0713012007 request for delivery information on your
Certified item number 7006 0100 0001 7810 3239. The delivery record shows that this item
was delivered on 1211 112006 at 08:05 AM in BOISE, ID 83709. The scanned image of the
recipient information is provided below.

Signature of Recipient:

Address of Recipient:

Thank you for selecting the Postal Service for your mailing needs. If you require additional
assistance, please contact your local Post Office or postal representative.

Sincerely,
United States Postal Service

a

ResMcted D e f i Fea

0 (Endorsement Required)
I

4

-I]

a

Sent To

.&x-A

I..--.AAAAAAAAAAAAA

0rPOBOxNo.
City, Sfate. ZIP+4

.-........-........

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-----------.

.-------------------------.-.-----------------------------

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO
In Re:
Case No. 07-00573-JDP
Chapter 1 1

JULI GRACE BARNSON,

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION
REGARDING RELIEF FROM THE
AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. § 362

Debtor.

THIS MATTER came before this Court upon ParkWest Homes, LLC
("ParkWest") Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay, 11 U.S.C. 4 362, filed on May 23,
2007, and upon the Stipulation Regarding Relief from the Automatic Stay Between Debtor and
ParkWest Homes, filed on June 19,2007 (CR 49). A Notice of Stipulation Regarding Relief
from the Automatic Stay Between Debtor and ParkWest Homes ("Notice") was filed on June 24,
2007, providing notice of the Stipulation and the timeframe for filing objections to the same.
No party has objected to the Stipulation in the time frame provided by Bankruptcy Rule 4001(d).
This Court having reviewed the Motion, Stipulation, Notice and the other
pleadings in this matter, having determined that adequate notice of the Motion and Stipulation
have been granted to all necessary parties in interest, having determined that no objection has
been filed, and good cause appearing therefor:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

ParkWest is hereby granted relief from the automatic stay so as to

(a) assert its competing lien arising out of state law against Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc. ("MERS") as to the real property located at 28123 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho 83676
described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Real Property"); (b) contest the validity, amount,

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR RELIEF
FROM THE AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. 5 362 - 1

EXHIBIT C

nature, extent or priority of the mortgage lien or other lien of MERS; and (c) proceed to
foreclose its lien rights against the Real Property.
2.

ParkWest's relief from stay is subject to Debtor's rights set forth in

paragraph 3 hereafter.
3.

This Order is entered without prejudice to the Debtor's reservation of any

and all rights which the Debtor may have or hold against ParkWest regarding the validity,
amount or secured nature of the claim of ParkWest in this bankruptcy proceeding, whether stated
in the Debtor's objection to ParkWest's Motion or otherwise.
4.

ParkWest is hereby granted waiver from the ten (10) day period prescribed

by Bankruptcy Rule 4001(a)(3).
I/ end of text //

Dated: July 2 1, 2007

*,

*rfl.

United States ~ a n k r u p t Judge
c~
Submitted by:
Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944
Attorneys for ParkWest Homes, LLC.

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR RELIEF
FROM THE AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. $j362 - 2

EXHIBIT A - REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official Records of Canyon County, Idaho.
Real Property or its address is commonly known as: 28 123 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho
83676.

EXHIBIT A - 1

Robert B. Burns, ISB No. 3744
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.com
23-095.1

3,INYCPl COl iN IY CLERK
T.CF.A',T!FCZ0, EEPlJP/

Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV 07-8274

Plaintiff,

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED
COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE LIEN

VS.
JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fMa
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendants.

I

Plaintiff ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest"), as its complaint in this action,
alleges as follows:

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
TO FORECLOSE LIEN - 1

1.

ParkWest, an Idaho limited liability company with its offices in Nampa,

Idaho, is a registered contractor engaged in the construction and sale of residential dwellings.
2.

Defendant Julie G. Barnson ("Barnson"), an unmarried woman, owns that

certain real property that is the subject of this action, which has a street address of 28123 Silo
Way, Wilder, Idaho, and is more particularly described as follows (the "Property"):
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the
official plat thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official
Records of Canyon County, Idaho.

3.

Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., a Delaware

corporation ("MERS"), as nominee for Homecomings Financial, LLC ( W a Homecomings
Financial Network, Inc.), a Delaware limited liability company, is the beneficiary under two
deeds of trust secured by the Property: the first recorded November 14,2006, by the Canyon
County Recorder as Instrument No. 200690998 and the second recorded November 14,2006, by
the Canyon County Recorder as Instrument No. 200690999 (jointly, the "MERS Deeds of
Trust").
4.

Does 1- 10 are unknown parties as may be discovered holding an interest

in the MERS Deeds of Trust and/or the Property, which Plaintiff reserves the right to add as
additional named defendants if and when their names and interests may be discovered.
5.

This Court has jurisdiction over all parties to this action pursuant to Idaho

Code 5 5-5 14, and the amount in controversy exceeds the jurisdictional minimum requirement of
$10,000. Venue is properly in Canyon County, Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Code

6.

5-401.

On or about March 15,2006, Barnson, as "Owner," and ParkWest, as

"Contractor," entered into a contract for ParkWest's construction of a two-story residence (the
"Residence") on the Property for the sum of $450,000. Thereafter, Barnson requested that

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
TO FORECLOSE LIEN - 2

numerous upgrades and changes in the scope and the cost of the work be performed, which
ParkWest undertook to do based on the assurances of Barnson that she would pay for such
upgrades and additional work. Such requested changes, together with Barnson's delay in making
numerous decisions and selections reasonably required for the construction work to progress,
resulted in substantial increased costs to and work by ParkWest for which it is entitled to be paid
by Barnson. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the parties' construction contract, Barnson
agreed to pay interest at the rate of 18% per annum on amounts not paid within five days after
request for payment was made. As a result of the foregoing, including the upgrades, changes,
delays, and interest, Barnson owed ParkWest the approximate sum of $189,117.99 as of
November 1,2006.
7.

The Certificate of Occupancy for the Constructed Residence is attached

hereto as Exhibit A, which establishes November 1, 2006, as the completion date of the work on
the Residence that was required to be done by the terms of the parties' construction contract.
8.

Based on Barnson's failure to pay ParkWest for the foregoing referenced

work, upgrades, changes, delays, and interest, ParkWest filed with the Canyon County Recorder
on November 28,2006, a Claim of Lien in the amount of $189,117.99 and mailed to Barnson by
certified mail a copy of the recorded Claim of Lien on November 30,2006. Copies of the
referenced Claim of Lien and proof of receipt are attached hereto as Exhibit B.
9.

On April 13,2007, Barnson filed a Chapter 11 petition in bankruptcy, and

on July 21,2007, the bankruptcy court granted ParkWest relief from the automatic stay to
foreclose its lien rights against the Property pursuant to the order attached hereto as Exhibit C.
10.

ParkWest has incurred $6.00 for recording the Claim of Lien and $875.00

for a litigation guarantee by Pioneer Title Company-Nampa in order to set forth all the parties

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
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having an interest in the Property as named in this complaint, for which costs ParkWest is
entitled to be reimbursed. Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 45-5 13, ParkWest is entitled
to recover its filing fees in the amount of $88.00 and reasonable attorney fees, which are in the
amount of $2,500.00 in the event this complaint is uncontested and goes by default, and
otherwise such additional sum as may be awarded by the Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e).
11.

Pursuant to Idaho Code 5 45-505, Barnson's interest in the Property is

junior to the interest of ParkWest and therefore subject to foreclosure.
12.

Pursuant to Idaho Code 55 45-506 and 45-512, the liens of the MERS

Deed of Trust and MERS against the Property are junior to the lien of ParkWest.
13.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to foreclosure the Property to satisfy its lien,

together with recovering prejudgment interest thereon and its costs and attorney fees.

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, ParkWest prays for judgment as follows:
1.

for a decree that ParkWest has a valid lien against the Property in the

amount of $189,117.99, after the deduction of all just offsets, credits, and payments;
2.

for a decree that all defendants in this action, and all persons claiming now

or in the future under, by, or through any defendant, have only such interests in the Property as
are subsequent, junior, and inferior to ParkWest's lien;
3.

for a decree by the Court that the defendants, and each of them, and all

persons claiming now or in the future under, by, or through any defendant, be barred and
foreclosed of all right, title, interest, claim, or equity of redemption in or to the Property;

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
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4.

for a decree of foreclosure with respect to the sale of the Property by the

Sheriff of Canyon County, Idaho, in accordance with applicable law, and ordering that the
proceeds of said sale be applied to satisfy Plaintiffs lien and total judgment;
5.

for a decree that any party to this action may become a purchaser at the

foreclosure sale of the Property and that the Sheriff execute a deed to said purchaser or
purchasers, who shall be allowed possession of the Property upon production of said Sheriffs
deed, certificate of sale, or bill of sale;
6.

for the costs of perfecting and enforcing ParkWest's lien, costs of suit, and

reasonable attorney fees, which are in the amount of $3,469.00 in the event this complaint is
uncontested and goes by default, to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the
Property; and
7.

for prejudgment interest from November 28,2006, at the rate provided

under the contract for construction of the Residence or, alternatively, by Idaho Code

5 28-22-104(1), to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the Property
DATED this //

c' day of September 200'7.

/ Robert B. durns - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiff

FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT
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STATE OF IDAHO )

'

b\-

Countyof-

) ss.

DAVID ZAWADZKI, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
He is a member of ParkWest Homes LLC, the limited liability company named in
the above-entitled proceeding and is authorized to make this verification in its behalf.
He has read the foregoing FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSE LIEN, knows the contents thereof, and the same are true to the best of his
knowledge, information, and belief.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1 _day

0
%
-

of September 2007.

'c ,k>

Q\.\L=L
--

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR
IDqO
Residing at \&.=-\My Commission Expires' ;
:
,
-'LC,
\<
'
i
\Q

-

JANICE C. HANSON
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATEOF IDAHO
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

//d

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of September 2007, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSURE LIEN to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
300 West Myrtle, Suite 200
Post Office Box 837
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

/LAORobert B
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urns

..

I

.'

~d;-02-2006

Il:54pm

F~~*SANYO(
~ D E V E L O M N TSERVICES DEPT

+tOl 454

F106

Canyon County
Development Services Department
Certificate of Occupancy
Zoning 454-7454

P 001/001

F-O77

Occupancy Issued:

1111/2006

Building 454-7460

Tracking Number: BP2006-401

C~cert0C.s~

Parcel:

Owner:
Julie Barnson

28123 Silo Way, Wilder, 10 83676
Parcel # :R37214- 103
Sec: 29
Twn: 4N
Range:5W
Sub: Riverbend Subdivision
Lot(s): 4
Block: 1

Voice

Project Info:

Auto Sprinkler: No
Occ Group: R-3/U
Occ Load:

Prj Value: $194,323.00
Item No: 101 Single Family Res
Prj Type: New

Cnstr Type: V 6
Zoning: A
Project Notes:
Code Edition: 2003 IRC
Two storv with en~ineeredtall walls. APA aarage fronts. 384 s.f. bonus room wer aaraae. 173 s.f. covered m c h . Final
SWDH is in office.
Occ Type; Residential / Garage

Zoning Condition(s) that have been completed:
Final SWDH Pennit required in office or verified by inspector before final.

Propmy owner is responsible for identificatbn of all properly boundaries to measure setbacks from. Structures must be
at least seventy (70)) feet from a section line or quarter-section line, unless approved otherwise by the highway districl
having jurisdiction.
Address numbers must be iNurninated or reflective and displayed on the residence, at the driveway entrance and at the
approach to h e public road.

Driveway to be 00n~t~Ctacl
prior to final inspection.
By signing this certificate the applicant understands that Fire Districts may require sprinkler fire suppression for inhabited
structures over 3600 sq R
This structure or portion thereof, has been inspected for compliance with the Canyon County Building Code Ordinance for
building construction and use. This structure or portion thereof, has been inspected for compliance with the Canyon
County Zoning Ordinance for bnd use. The issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy shall not be construed as an approval
of a violation of the provisions of this code or of other ordinances of this jurisdiction.
/

7

s
&
P
,

,,-I-&&

6uildibg Offi8ai / Inspector:

EXHIBIT A
000024

Abovo Space fur Recorder's Ute
MECBANIC*S

LIEN

The undersipad ParkWest Homes, claimant, claims a mechanic's lien upoa the folbwing described real
property io Canyon County, Wilder. Idaho,
Lot 4 la Block 1of Rlverbeod SubdMaJon,-ding to tbe official plat thereof, OIed in Book 34 of
Plab at Page 2, Oiedal Records of Canyon Couoty Idabo.
'Ibe sum of One baodred aod eighty-nine tholsoad one handred nod seveateeo dollars and almetyd o e e n t a (S189,117.99) FgcLer with interest calculsted at the rate of Eighteeo parent per year from
November la 2006 is due claimant fbr the following laba and maseriala furnished by the claimant:

General Descriptioo of tbe Work and Materials Furnished
Constmction of a singla family residence
Claimant M s h e d the work and metdals at the request of, or unda contract with Juli G.Barnson

The owner and reputed owaers of the property am Julie G. B a m m ~

-

ParkWest Homes

David Zawadzki

Cornpaw NaInc

Authorized R

m

n of Said Company

VEWFlCATION:

I, tfw undorsignad, say: I am the A u t h d Reprnmbtiw of the claimant of the foregoing mechanic's
lien; 1 bave d said mechanic's lion and latow the con^ t h d . the same is trua of my knowledge.

.

I declare under panalty of pejury rhgt tbe fofegoiog is true and correct.
day of
November - 2006. Y Nampa, Idaho.

w
7
"
b

WITNESS the hands and seal of said Grantors this

a

5

29

dey of ( \ b $ , ~ d

.2O&

b eb,,, c .Ht~h(nb,a Nomy Public in and for said County and State, k
a r\ -.

b y certify thm

-

personally known to me (or pmved to me on the basis on setisfactory evidence)
to be the person(s) whose oamt(s) isltm subscribed to the within instrument and aclcnowiedged to me that
he/shc/they executed the same voluntarily on the day the same bears date.
-,

h

E
l
JANICE C.HANSON
NOTARY PU8L IT:

STATE CF !CIAkI( )

WITHESS my hand and official seal.

Date: 07130/2007
NICK ZAWADZKI:
The following is in response to your 0713012007 request for delivery information on your
Certified item number 7006 0100 0001 7810 3239.The delivery record shows that this item
was delivered on la1 112006 at 08:05AM in BOISE, ID 83709.The scanned image of the
recipient information is provided below.

Signature of Recipient:

-

Address of Recipient:

G l Y a A4f+

/

Thank you for selecting the Postal Service for your mailing needs. If you require additional
assistance, please contact your local Post Office or postal representative,

Sincerely,
United States Postal Service

=I
=a

0
0
d

B~~~,IE~;"IC
UISAEL

Resfided Dellvrry Fee
(E-Repuiced)
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

In Re:
Case No. 07-00573-JDP
Chapter 11

JULI GRACE BARNSON,

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION
REGARDING RELIEF FROM THE
AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. 5 362

Debtor.

THIS MATTER came before this Court upon ParkWest Homes, LLC
("ParkWest") Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay, 11 U.S.C. § 362, filed on May 23,
2007, and upon the Stipulation Regarding Relief from the Automatic Stay Between Debtor and
ParkWest Homes, filed on June 19, 2007 (CR 49). A Notice of Stipulation Regarding Relief
from the Automatic Stay Between Debtor and ParkWest Homes ("Notice") was filed on June 24,
2007, providing notice of the Stipulation and the timeframe for filing objections to the same.
No party has objected to the Stipulation in the time frame provided by Bankruptcy Rule 4001(d).
This Court having reviewed the Motion, Stipulation, Notice and the other
pleadings in this matter, having determined that adequate notice of the Motion and Stipulation
have been granted to all necessary parties in interest, having determined that no objection has
been filed, and good cause appearing therefor:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

ParkWest is hereby granted relief from the automatic stay so as to

(a) assert its competing lien arising out of state law against Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc. ("MERS") as to the real property located at 281 23 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho 83676
described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Real Property"); (b) contest the validity, amount,

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR RELIEF
FROM THE AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. 5 362 - 1

EXHIBIT C
f)OC)C)28

nature, extent or priority of the mortgage lien or other lien of MERS; and (c) proceed to
foreclose its lien rights against the Real Property.
ParkWest's relief from stay is subject to Debtor's rights set forth in

2.

paragraph 3 hereafter.
3.

This Order is entered without prejudice to the Debtor's reservation of any

and all rights which the Debtor may have or hold against ParkWest regarding the validity,
amount or secured nature of the claim of ParkWest in this bankruptcy proceeding, whether stated
in the Debtor's objection to ParkWest's Motion or otherwise.
ParkWest is hereby granted waiver from the ten (1 0) day period prescribed

4.

by Bankruptcy Rule 400 1(a)(3).
I/ end of text //

Dated: July 2 1,2007

'

United States ~

a

~

dJudge
t c

0.

~

Submitted by:
Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944
Attorneys for ParkWest Homes, LLC.

ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR RELIEF
FROM THE AUTOMATIC STAY, 11 U.S.C. 5 362 - 2

EXHIBIT A - REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the official plat thereof, filed in
Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official Records of Canyon County, Idaho.
Real Property or its address is commonly known as: 28 1 23 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho
83676.

EXHIBIT A - 1

ORIGINAL
Stephen C. Hardesty ISB No. 42 14
Ryan T. McFarland ISB No. 7347
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: sch@hteh.com
rmcf@hteh.com

F I L+D

/.M

P.M.

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman; )
VS.

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fMa
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10,

Case No. CV 07-8274
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

1
1
1

Defendants.

Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for Homecomings Financial,
LLC (fMa Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.) ("MERS"), one of the Defendants in the
above-captioned matter, by and through its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

LLP, moves for summary judgment against Plaintiff ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest"),
pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 56(b) and 56(c). The basis for summary judgment is three-fold:
1.

ParkWest's claim of lien (the "Lien") is invalid on its face in that it does not

contain a verification as required by Idaho law, and therefore, ParkWest's claim of lien is
unenforceable and not prior in right to MERS' Deeds of Trust with respect to the property at
issue (the "Property");
2.

ParkWest admits it was not registered under the Idaho Contractor Registration

Act, Idaho Code $4 54-5201 et seq., when it entered into the construction contract under which it
performed work giving rise to its alleged mechanic's lien on the Property, which makes the Lien
invalid, unenforceable, and not prior in right to MERS' Deeds of Trust with respect to the
Property; and

3.

ParkWest also admits it failed to make the disclosures required by Idaho's

mechanic's lien statute (Idaho Code Section 45-525) before entering into the contract for
constructing improvements on the Property, which makes the contract void, which in turn voids
the Lien, rendering ParkWest's Lien unenforceable and not prior in right to MERS' Deeds of
Trust with respect to the Property.
This motion is supported by the accompanying memorandum and Affidavit of Ryan T.
McFarland, as well as by the records and files in this adversary proceeding.

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2

DATED THIS

1

c

J/

day of October, 2008.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

BY

~ t e ~ ) l eC.n Hardesty, ISB No. 4214
~ t t # r n e ~fors ~efendantMortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc.

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2008,I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
Robert B. Bums
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lothFloor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

<

,x

David E. Wishney
Attorney at Law
300 W. Myrtle Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID 83701-0837
[Attorney for Defendant Julie G. Bamson]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4

080034

05000.0047.1295913.1

Stephen C. Hardesty ISB No. 4214
Ryan T. McFarland ISB No. 7347
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: sch@hteh.com
rmcf@hteh.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendant Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman; )
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
)

VS.

Case No. CV 07-8274
AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T.
MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (flkla
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

Ryan T. McFarland, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

000035

1.

I am counsel for Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as

nominee for Homecomings Financial, LLC (f/Wa Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.)
("MERS").
2.

On April 3,2008, I visited the website of the Idaho Bureau of Occupational

Licenses. On that website, I performed a search for licenses held by Third-Party Plaintiff
ParkWest Homes LLC. Exhibit 1 to this affidavit is a copy of the results of my search, which
indicates that ParkWest Homes LLC became a registered contractor on May 2, 2006.
3.

Attached here as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Juli Grace

Barnson, filed on April 4,2008, in Support of MERS' Motion for Summary Judgment against
ParkWest Homes in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho, Case No. 0700573-JDP, Adversary Proc. No. 07-06044, Doc. No. 42.
4.

Attached here as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Amended Complaint

filed by Bankruptcy Trustee Jeremy Gugino against ParkWest Homes LLC in Juli Barnson's
Bankruptcy Case in the United States Bankruptcy Court, District of Idaho, Case No. 07-00573JDP, Adversary Case No. 07-06044-JDP.
5.

Attached here as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Answer To Amended

Complaint filed by ParkWest Homes, LLC ("ParkWest's Amended Answer") in Juli Barnson's
Bankruptcy Case in the United States Bankruptcy Court, District of Idaho, Case No. 07-00573JDP, Adversary Case No. 07-06044-JDP. In paragraph 14 of ParkWest's Amended Answer,
ParkWest states that it "inadvertently failed to provide Barnson with certain of the disclosures
required by Idaho Code Section 45-525 and obtain a signed receipt for any disclosures it made
and that such a failure is defined to be an unlawhl and deceptive act or practice in trade or
commerce under the provisions of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act." In paragraph 17 of
AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2

000036

05000.0047.1298252.1

ParkWest's Amended Answer, ParkWest states: "ParkWest admits that at the time of execution
of the Wilder Contract ParkWest was not registered as a contractor as required by the Idaho
Contractor's Registration Act."

6.

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

County of Ada

i/

1

STATE OF IDAHO
l

) ss.
)

\
?nn
I
l q k y oxtober, % p g % E e d

, a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on this

before me Ryan T. McFarland, who, being by
me first duly sworn, declared that he is an attorney of record for Defendant Mortgage Electronic
~ e ~ i s t r a t i oSystems,
n
Inc., as nominee for Horn;comings Financial, LLC (fMa-H;rnecomings
Financial Network, Inc.) in the foregoing action, that he signed the foregoing document, and that
the statements therein contained are true.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
.1

.-

n

A

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

p

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -day of October, 2008, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Robert B. Bums
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., loh Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for PlaintiffJ
David E. Wishney
Attorney at Law
300 W. Myrtle Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID 83701-0837
[Attorney for Defendant Julie G. Bamson]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

k- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN T. MCFARLAND IN SUPPORT OF MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUh4MAR.Y JUDGMENT - 4

IBOL Search

IDAHO BUREAU OF OCCUPATIONAL LICENSES
PUBLIC RECORD LICENSE SEARCH
By using the links below, you may verify the license status and obtain a public record report
concerning both personal licenses and facility licenses issued through the Idaho Bureau of
Occupational Licenses.
The resulting report is obtained directly from a daily download of the Bureau's license database. The
information may be considered Official Verification of license status as of 5:00 AM Mountain Time
immediately preceding your search.
Additional public information, such as the Address of Record, Business Phone number, and specific
disciplinary documents are not displayed in the electronic report. That information, if available, may
be obtained without charge by submitting a written Public Record Request or by contacting the
Bureau office.

If you wish to receive Official Certification of license status, a written request must be submitted to
the Bureau together with the required $10.00 fee.
Search Licenses & Registrations

Return to Bureau of Occupational Licenses Home Page
Last Modified - Thursday, March 20,2008

e 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ u b- lPublic
i s Information

Record I n q u i r y

Business Name:
Owner:
Profession:
Type:
Number:

- Browsing

PARKWEST HOMES LLC
D A V I D ZAWADZKI, JEFFREY ZAWADZKI
I D A H O CONTRACTORS BOARD

1

CONTRACTING BUSINESS
RCE - 15769

Address Of Record:
City/State/Zip:
Country:
Original Date of Issue:
Registered/Licensed By:
Status:
Discipline Status:
Expiration Date:

Disciplinary Action

None

**

Press Close When Done

**

NOTE: This document is a copy of the electronic record of the person named above and constitutes a
verification of that record. I f official certification of this record is required, a written request must be
submitted together w i t h a $10.00 fee t o the Bureau of Occupational Licenses,ll09 Main St., Suite 220, Boise,
I D 83702.

,C

CMIECF LIVE - U.S. Bankruptcy ourt

Miscellaneous:

07-06044-JIIP Gugino v. ParkWest l.Ionies. I.=
Type: ap
Office: 1 (Boise)
Judge: JDP

Page 1 of 2

Lead Case: 07-00573-JDP

U.S. Bankruptcy Court
District of Idaho [LIVE]
Notice of Electronic Filing
The following transaction was received from McFarland, Ryan Thomas entered on 4/4/2008 at 3: 19 PM
MDT and filed on 4/4/2008
Case Name:
Gugino v. ParkWest Homes, LLC
Case Number:
07-06044-JDP
Document Number: 41
Docket Text:
Affidavit Re: Support of Summaly Judgment Filed by 3rd Pty Defendant Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc., as Nominee for Homecomings Financial, LLC (RE: related document(s)[39]
Motion For Summary Judgment). (Attachments: # (1) Exhibit A) (McFarland, Ryan)
The following docurnent(s) are associated with this transaction:
Document description:Main Document
Original filename:C:\Documents and Settings\tarDesktop\Affidavit of Ryan T McFarland.pdf
Electronic document Stamp:
[STAMP bkecfStamp ID=1086 198020 [Date=4/4/2008] [FileNumber=2632171-01
[46667 167e6869e459~e7470178b884e3409d0d6bbac42e25c8df66ac93d02
12a53be
8 14a9W6e2638fd6caOda8d8dc0113ec2f538124296b6b98bfa86fa4fdccIl
Document description:Exhibit A
Original filename:C:\Documents and Settings\tarDesktop\Exhibit A to Affidavit of Ryan T.
McFarland.pdf
Electronic document Stamp:
[STAMP bkecfStamp_ID=1086 198020 [Date=4/4/2008] [FileNumber=2632 171- 11
[1abec28a4b4c88fOad0225d89c2lbf9816c3f489fl22bde95185f4ec673bf6cc9fe9
424a1 la2fa971b7b01b4244c5fc3b4a9ce523be~73b676d3eeb328868ab]]
07-06044-JDP Notice will be electronically mailed to:

Jeremy Gugino

gugino@cableone.net, id1 O@ecfcbis.com

Stephen C Hardesty

sch@hteh.com, tar@hteh.com

Ryan Thomas McFarland
Randall A Peterman

RMCF@HTEH.COM, tar@hteh.com

rap@moffatt.com,

CM/ECF LIVE - U.S. Bankruptcy ourt

:

David E Wishney

,C

Page 2 of 2

dwishney@qwest.net, slporter@qwest.net

07-06044-JDP Notice will not be electronically mailed to:

EMC Mortgage Corporation
C/OThe Corporation Trust Center
1209 Orange Street
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Ryan 'r. McFarland lSB No. 7347
HAWLEY TROXELL ElUNIS & MAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O.Box 1617
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Telephone: (208)344-6000
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Attorneys for Third Party Defendants
Mortgage Electronic Regiswiliun Systrrmu, Inc. ay
nominee for Hornccomings Financial, LLC (VMa

I-fomecomingsFinancial Nctwork, Snc.)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT QF IDAHO

(Boise)
Ln Re:

JULI GRACE BARNSON,
)

Debtor.

1
)

Chapter 7
Adversary Proc, No. 07-06044

1

JE.REMY 1.GUGMO, Trustee,
real parry in intercst for Debtor)

)
)
(substituted as)

AFFlDAVIT OF JULI GRACE

BARNSON

1
1
)

~laintiff/Counterdafcndnnt

1
1
1

VS.

PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company,
1

1

-
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1

I
PARK WEST HOMES LLC,an ldaho limited )
liability company,
1
1

1
1
1
1

Third-Party Claimant,

vs.

EMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION,n
)
Dclawarc corporation, and MORTGAGE
1
ELECTRONlC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,)
INC., a Delaware corporation, as nominee for )
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fWa
1
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
)

1
1
1

Delaware limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendants.

JULI GRACE BARNSON being first duly sworn upon oath, dcposcs and states as
faIlows:
I.

I am the Dcbtor in the above-captioned matter. I make this affidavit based upon

my own personal knowledge, and can testify as to the truth of the matters containcd herein if
called upon as a witness at the trial of this actian.

2.

David Zawadzki ("Z~wad~ki")
is a member of P ~ r West
k
Homes, LLC

("ParkWest"), DefcndantlCounterclnimant/TI~ird-Pmy
Claimant in thc above-captioncdaction,

Zawadzki and I were ill o romantic relationship for approximulrly 3 !4 years, beginning in 2004.
3.

During the course of our relationship, Zawadzki and 1discussed rhc possibility of

building spec homes.

-
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On March 15,2006, I entcrcd into a contract (the "Construction Contractn) with

ParkWest with respect to t l ~ cpropcrty located at:

Lot 4 in Block 1 of RIVERBEm SUBDIVISION,Canyon
County, Idaho, according to thc of'ficial plat thcreof, filed in Book
34 of Plats at Page 2, records of said County.
(the "Wildcr Propctty"). Zawadzki signed the Construction Contract for ParkWcst. A true and
c o m c t copy of the Construction Cantract is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

5.

Eased on the Construction Contract, 1 obtained a construction loan from Black

Mtlwke Construction Lending, L.L.C.("Block Hawkt") and purchased the Wilder Property. A
Warranty Deed (the " W m m t y Dcd"), by which 1 became the vested owner of the Wilder

Property, was rccorded on April 10,2006, as hstrumcnt No. 2006262 16, OfTicial Records of

Canyon County, Idaho. A true and correct copy o f the Warrnnty Deed is attached hereto as
Exhibit B,
6,

Concurrently with Lhe Warranty Deed, I also causcd a Decd of Trust (the

"Consuuction Deed of Trust") securing my debt to Black Hawks to be recorded against the
Wilder Property on April 10,2006, as Instrument NO.200626217, Oficial Records of Canyon

County, Idaho. A true and correct copy of the Construction Decd of Trust is anached hereta as
Exhibit C,
7.

Neither Zawadzki or ParkWest ever disclosed to me, verbally or in writing, at any

tirnt, any ofthe following:
9)

my right to requirc that Zawadzki or ParkWest obtain lien waiven from

any subcontractors providing services or materials to Zswadzki or
ParkWcat;
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i)@
-

my right to receive from Zawsdzki or ParkWest proof that Zawadzki or
ParkWest has a general liability insurance policy including completed

operations in effect and proof that Zawadzki or ParkWest has worker's

compensation insurance for employees as required by Idaho taw;
c)

the opportunity to purchase an extended policy of titlt: insurance covering

certain unfiled or unrecorded liens;

d)

my right to require a surety bond in an amount up to the value of the
conslruction project.

I(.

To the best of my knowledge, I have paid ParkWest a11 sums which werc due

under the Construction Contract.
9,

Zawedzki did not finish the landscaping on the Wilder Property, as rcqu'md by

him under the Construction Contract.

10.

But for the mechanic's liens filed by ParkWest that are the subject of the abovt-

captioned adversary pmcecding and tl~clitigation resulting .fmm those mechanic's liens, 1 would
not have fiIed for Bankruptcy relief,

Further your affiant sayeth naught.

@ krnfBHT
Ju

'

race Barnson

-
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) ss.

1

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN bcforc mc this

L\

-
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day of April, 2008.
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CERWJCATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTFY that on this y d a y of
,1008. l eiectmninally
filed the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JULl GRACE BARN N 1N SUPPORT OF MEIIS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGME3T AGAINST PARKWEST HOMES, LLC with the
Clctk o f t l ~ cCourt using the Ch4ECF system which sent n Notice of Electronic Filing to the
following persons:
Randall A. Peterman
Robert B. Burns
Jeremy Gugino

Frances R.Stem

I

Ryan T.McFarland,/

/
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FIXEDCONTRACT
AMOUNT

THIS AGREEMENI, Made as of Wednesday, March 15,2006 '

Between the Owner:

Jull Barnson
8142 S. Rafael Way
Narnpa, ID 83709

And the Contracto~:

ParkWest Homu UC.

8773 Q d l Ridge Dr.

Nampa ID, 83686
(208) 461-6644

For the Project:

River Bend Estates
Lot 4 Block 1
Wilder, Canyon 1[X).

Construction Lender:

KM Conatrnction Lending
9436A Fairview Ave.
.BoiseID. 83704

The contract documents consist of this agreement, general conditions, construction documents,
1.1
specifications, allowances, fuu'sh schedules, construction dray schedule, information dholosurs
statement, all addenda issued prior to execution of this agreement and dl clmge orders or modifications
issued and agreed to by both parties. All documents noted herein shall be p~ovidcdto the Contractor by
the Owner, Thae contract documents represent the ctitire agreement of both parties and supersede any
prior oral or written agreement

T1.1eOwner agrees to urchase aod the Contractor agrees to construct the above m.entioned
2.1
structure and fnrtvres attnche thereto in Wilder, Canyon Idalio accor'dingto the construction documents,
allowances, fmish schedules, aU addenda, cl~angoorders, modifications and speciflcadons set forth in the
specification booklet

d

The approximate commencement datd of the project sliall be Aplil 15,2006. The approximate
3.1
completion date of the project shall be October 15,2006, however. any change orders andlor unusual
weather might delay or otherwk~affect the completion date. I
ARTICLE 4.

TXXCONTRACT
PRICE

Thc purchase price of the ptoject shall be set at the sum OF S422.000, subject to addjtions and
deductjons pursuaut to nutholhed change orders nud allowances. Closing costs shali be paid by the
Contractor.
4.1

Initialed by:

Received Time A p r
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Fixed Conbact Amount
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4.2
The Owner and the Contxactor aclcnowledge that the Owner will pay a sum of' $16,000, upon
signing of this conaact and before construction begins as a deposit and part of the purchase price of the
project.

The Owner will mab payments to the contractor pursuant to the attached construction draw
schedule as work required by said schedule is satkfacto~ilycorn leted. Owner shall make draw payments
to c o ~ t owithin
r
5 days aRa request by conflactor. should
owner fail to make payment,
contractor may charge a penalty of 18% annually upon the unpaid amount until paid.
5.1

to

5.2
If payment is not received by the Contractor within 10 days after delivery of payment demand for
work satisfactoril~completed, contractor shall have the right to stop work or terminate the contract at his
option. Terminahon by Contractor under the provisions of this paragraph shall not relieve the Owner of
the obligations of payments to Contractor for. that part of the work performed prior to such termination.
Termination by Owner under the provisions of this paragraph &all not relieve the Owner of the
obligations of payments to Contractor for that part of the work perfomed prior to such termination.

.-

6.1
All work shall be in accordance to the provisions of'the plans and specifications. All systems
shall be in good working o d a :
63
All work s h d be completed in a workman like mannw, and shall comply with all applicable
national, state and local building codes and laws..
63
law.

A11 work shall be performed by licensed individuals to perform their said work,as outlined by

6.4

Contractor shall obtain all permits necessary for the work to be completed..

6.5

Contractor shall remove all construction debris and leave the project in a broom clean condition.

U on satisfactory payment bein made for any portion of'the work performed, Contractor shall
furnish a I1 and unconditional release om any claim or mechanics' lien for that portion of the work for
which payment has been made.
6.6

g

g

The Owner shall communicate with subcontractors only through the Conttactor-

7.1

The Owner will not assume any liability or.responsibility, nor have control over or charge of'
conshuction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures, or for safety precautions and protyams
in connection with the project, since these are solely the CmDztcto~'sresponsibility..

7.2

,

& contractor@^

Initialed by: Own

.._/
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ARTICLE 8.

CHANGE ORDERSAND FINISH SCHEDULES

8.1
A Change Order is any change to the originaI plans andlor specifications. All change orders need
to be agreed upon in writing, including cost, additional time considexations, approximato dates when the
work will begn and be completed, a legal description of the location whexu the work will be done and
signed by both parties. 50% of the cost of each change order will be aid prior to the change, with the
fmal50% paid upon completion of'the change order. A 25% fee sh'a! 1be added to all change orders and
overages in excess of initd allowances. Additional time needed to complete change orders shall be taken
into consideration in the project completion date,
8.2

8.3

CompIeted Finish Selection Schedules shall be submitted to the Contractor as follows:
83.1

Schedule #1 within four weeks after site clearing begins..

8.23

Schedule #2 within eight weeks after site clearing begins.

Ar.: delays or changes in finish selection schedules will delay the projected completion date

The Owner will keep in force a Builder's Risk Insurance Policy on the said property to protect
both ownet's and contractor's interests until construction is completed.

9.1

-.

9.2
The Ownex will purchase and maintain property insurance to the full and insurable value of'the
project, in case of a fire, vandalism, malicious mischief or other instances that may occur:

The Contractor shall purchase and maintain needed Workman's Compensation and Liability
insurance coverage as required by law and deemed necesssny for his own protection.

9,3

10.1
If conditions are encountered at the construction site which are subsurface 01 otherwise concealed
physical conditions oxaunknown physical conditions of an unusual nature, which differ. naturally frofrom
those ordinarily found to exist and generally x~cognizedas inherent in construction activities, the Owner
will promptly investigate such conditions and, if they differ matexially and cause an increase or decrease
in the Contractor's cost of, and/or time required for, perfmmance of any part of the work, will negotiate
with the Contractor an equitable adjustment in the contract sum, contract time 01 both

11.1 Both parties agree that dealing with hazardous materials, waste or asbesbs requires specialized
txaining, pxocesses, precautions and licenses. Therefore, unless the scope of this agreement includes the
specific handling, disturbance, removal or transportation of hazardous materials, waste or asbestos, u on
discovery of such hamdous materials the Contractor shall notify the Owner immediatdy and allow e
Owner./Contractorto contract with a properly licensed and qualified hazardous material contractor; Any
such work shall be treated as a Change Order resulting in additional costs and time considerations,.

d9

Initialed by: Own&

contractor

1

-*
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ARTICLE 12.

ARBITRATIONOF DISPUTES

12.1
Any controversy or claim mising out of' or relating to this contract, or the breach thereof, shall be
settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association under its Construction
Industly Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any
court having jurisdiction thereof.

13.1
At the corn letion of'this project, Contractor shall execute an instrument to Owner warranting the
project for I2 non& against defects in workmauship or materials utilized. The ~anufhctumrswarranty
will prevail. No legal action of any lcind relating to the project, project petformanca or.this co&act shall
be initiated by either party against the other party after 12 months beyond the completion of the project or
cessation of work

ARTICLE14. TERMMATION OF THE CONTRACI'
14.1
Should the Owner or Contractor fail to cary out this contract, with all of' its provisions, the
following options and stipulations shall apply:

14.1.1 If the Owner or the Conhactor shall default on the conhct, the non-defiulting party may
declare the contract is in default and proceed against the defaulting party foi the recovery of ad
damages incu~redas a result of said breach of contract, including a reasonable attorney's fee. In
the case of a defaulting Owne~,the Earnest money herein mentioned shall be applied to the
legally ascertained damages.

14.1.2 In the event of a default by the Owner or Contractor, the nondefmlting party may state
his intention to comply with the contract and proceed for specific performance.
14.1.3 In the case of'a defaulting Owner,the Contmctor may accept, at his option the earnest
money as shown herein as liquidated damages, should =nest money not cover the expenses to

date, the Contractor may make claim to the Owner for all work executed and for proven loss with
respect to equipmenf matexials, tools, construction equipment and machinery, including
reasonable ovexhead, profit and damages applicable to the property less the earnest money.

In the event of any arbitration or litigation relating to the projecf project performance or. this
15.1
contract, the prevailing party shall be entitied to reasonable attorney fees, costs and expenses.

16.1 Upon completion, the project shall be inspected by the Owner and the Contractor, and any repairs
necessary to comply with the contract documents shall be made by the Contractor.
16.2
The Ownex shall not occupy the property until final payment has been received by the Contxactor
and a Certificate of Occupancy has been obtained.
\-.

163

Occupancy of the project by the Owner in violation of Article 16 2, shall constitute unconditional
Initialed by: Owner&

Contiado-

--

Fixed Contract Amount
Rivier Bend Estates
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acceptance of the project and a waiver of any defects or uncompIeted work
WITNESS our hand and seal on this

.z7fA

Signed in the presence of:

Initialed by: Owner&

C)OOC)53

Contractor=

WARRANTY DEED

. -

Ordu No: AT-5 l W 1 3 2 M M
1

FOB VALUE RECEIYGD
Jorcph N.Bl?egamctr aad Vakk 1.BMeg~eta,Hubmrdand Wik
the gmmfs), do(-) k o b y @ant,barge& sell .od mnvry unto

Lot 4 InBlock 1 ofRIvwbcnd Subdldbn, aeeo~dingto the oftickt pht tb.::eoC Akd lo Book
34 otPhb at Plge(8) 2, OfIiell Rrcords0fC.oyon County, Idaho.

TOHAVEANDr0HOLDIbod~ol.ariUltheir.pp~unlokrridG~aco.bcirrd
MArddd~douk~cwmr~mandnilbth.ald~sXIha(r)bohlrrrcbo
0-d~) fn fa rimpi8 of mid prrmisu; chat my m h a hm dl oDcPmbrmcaJ h c p e QtPcnt Y a a T w
-c
urvmaaq d d - , roravatiaa* urcmcntt. righb cmd dgbu of way,
or of record
-Corn.

And Lar(r)he

4wamnt and de&nd lhc tame Bum all hwfbl sWms whatsoever.

IN WIlNESS WHEREOF, 1have k e u n b
CCrmfQtC finf abow \niltea

/'

,

!

L

1

RECORDATION REQUES IED BY:

WHEN RECORDED MAII M:
BidHnrk coareusuonLcndiry L t C
460 P Fibar
Eqk. Id.ho 0616

SEND 'TAX NOTICES I'O:
hlio 0 .Bunson

I

I

CONSTRUCTION DEED OF TRUST
T H I S DEED OF IRUST IS D A W April 7,2006, amoag Jdk C. hnsom, m~aninlw010.0.wkuo a d d m Is 8142 S
Rafael Way, Bola%ID 837M (MIh*r r ' W t d ' h BLACK R A W CONSI'JtUfXIOFi LENDING, L U wbon
a d d m Ir .(6( S Flees,
ID 8616 (referred to below sometimu n "Lander1' and rometimcr u nBoaLftchry"); and
Alliincc TltIe, w h w a d d r m 7941 W. Rllkmm, Boke, 1D 83704 (rafernd to below u "Tnwtren).

CONVEYANCE AND C m . For valuable eomldcntlon, Gnator doer hereby Irnvocably grant, bargpln. sell and convey
in tmsft wltb power o t n k , to rmtu Tor the hencffl of Leader u Beoclichry, dl of G W s
&k,md inh ~d m
the hUo*
desnmcd r
u
t pmpa'tY, togclha with dlor robrcqudy crrcted or a f f i buildiw improvemum rPd
A m ; 9 -8.
rl* of wry, d rpppraunccr; 10 we?, water rimmd d i d n e b (Includingstock in t~(ilitia
witb ditch
or idg.tion
md dl othsr rights, royrltra. md pmfa dating to Ibc 4propat!, hlnthrdlugwithout IimfaHon all m k & , oil,
W. sa~chan~~
a d -rmma,
iouttd r ~onycmc ~ l ~ rsw
y , oft(msuw
RO-

riw,);

Tho R d Ropary w lb ddrcrr Ir cumonly known u:Lo(4 Block 1 Rlvwbe~dSubdlrlrfon
The properly mx identilldonnumber furlha R a l Propwy k Rm14103 0

I

I

Gmutor pmontly urip to L d a (also how rrm Babc&BeDcaciay &I thL Deed of 'limt) dl of &UIKS'I
right, title, and Intarsf in aid to
dl pmwn and nd ilura of the Pmpcny md all Rcna h tha Row.
In W o n , Grantor gnntr Lmdu a UnKonn
C o m m Cadc
~ anrity h h w to tbo Rmtr d thb P o m d Pmpaty Wacd WOW

DBPlNnZONS The foUawiq w d shrll hm thc following rnmbgs &CII mcd b this Deed of r a Temu
okwtco
deflncd in UDccd of Trust dm11 have the msr~bg~
U&duied to such rcmu m the UIlItorm CommcrcW Code All r s h c a m
dollar ~mo\mu
shall mean .mamub !
a
mmancy dth Unikd Sma dAma!a.
Bene(Wlry* Tbc ward %ncCiciuy" mcmm Blu* Hawb Consimdon LBidjng. LLC hsuccosorr and m i p s B W h k o
am-Ladin&UCrlrokrcfvrcdmu'tcndcfh(hirDcsdofTIIln
Dccd of T m C The words "Deed o C T W mun drir Deed af Iham o q GW, Lender, and T u e q and include whhour
IfmindODall migamut a d smuity intaut provldom relating to Lhe Psnwrl Roprty .adRaa.
Gnetor. Tho word "Gndor* mcam any and all parsons md udida orecutingthtr Dccd of Tnr* h c I m witboa limitaUon
Julio 0.Bmoa.
Gurmbr. The word =amouu and inc1udu wimout hltatlcm any and 111 guamruor~,samtlm, md looammodaffon
p M l u inaraaccdonwkhthcIndeb(edwn
Impmvomcntr Thc w r d 'Tn~m~emen&'mum and hchrdcr without limitillon all existing and ttrurs
b u i d i i shudum, moMlo h o w afi3xsd on tho Rod P
r
o
m
,fadMia, additions, nplacuads fad orher ea-on
on the
Ropey
Indebf8dnru Ihc wurd Indsb~rdnWmeans dl p r i n c i md interat payabk lmdu the NO@ md ray ~ o #axpendcd a
advrnced by Lendu to dbchargc o b i g r i m of Gnutar or axpouo incumd by Tnruw or Lm&r to mforcs obligdom of
Grmmr undo? rhb Dscd o l T b r , together with hraeuon such .mounts u pwided h tbir Deed of Trust
Lander. Tk word "kndsrmoan# B W Wla*o casku&u Lendhg, LLC, ib sucsuron acd .sripu
No*. l l 1 8 word LNoteHmaas the Natc dated Aprfl7,2006, b tho orfgl~Iprinclpd ~ o u m
otS337,60&00 LtomGmmr to
L.dar, to*
with d l rnay.L. exledom, rnodihiioas, mbmcin& md d s t h i o m fix th.Notc The rmlwity duc of
h e NaU is Octobsr 15,2096.
Penanal Property, The worb "Pclsonnl P q m l y ' m a all quipmen4 tixam, md orhcr d c l a of penma1propmynow or
heruftsr m e d by G,md wwor huuft6 d c d a affhcd to thc R d Ropaty; togaher with dl -ions,
puU, and
add~tioasto. dl repl.Ermenla o& md d l subrli~tinufor. my of s& pmpcrty, and togc(bcr nlth all p m d s (including wilhoul
ihnituia~~
d l ~ ~ Y M Epmscrdr
O
md refunds ofpromhwu) fmmany d o or othudlporiion ofthe R
o
w
.
Property. Tho word " P q m y ' means coibcdwly the Ral Pmpatrand h a Perroml Pmpeny
R d Properly. Ib wordr *
l
U
PmpeW wan the
kdtratr ad rlghlc dculbcd a h in rhs " C o n w p u ~and
Grsor sufbs.
R e W Dacmnenb Tho words "Rdatcd Docum+P mom md ioclu& wlIhout limihtian dl pfcinksoy n o m aodit
agreeman, banagi=cmnd3, cnvirmunmfal a p o m c m p r a ~ d x
yFurily Igrcnnents.
dcodr o t M tnd all Dlha
Lurrumclla.~~WWIUS md docuroerm. whsther now or h f t s r d%ng accutod b connechonudh t
k IndIndebtcdaes~
Rcntr Tho wDld 'RmU muuu all pnsoa( and future mne, ~ v r m q
income, h e s . royaIricq pmffq and nd bm&s
d&cd born IIB
Trrutcc 'Ihc word "Tnmoe"momrc AlUeaca Ntk d any mbrtlue a sucwmw trust-

m,

+.

-

T H I S DEED OF IRUSI. INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT'OF
AND FHE SEC[IRPIY WIgRBSP M TRe
RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS GIVEN TO SECURE (I)
PAYMXNl' OF TRE INDEBTEDNESS AND (2)
PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS OF GR4NTOR UNDER THE NOTE, THE RELA'IED
DOCUMENTS,AND 1FlX.3 DEED OF T R U S S TE119 DEED OF TRUSF, INCLUDING THE ASSlCNMENT O F RGHTS

II
I

/

I

AND T H B SECURlIY MTERESI LN IHlS RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERIY, I3 ALSO GWEN r0 SECUJU! ANY
ALL OBLIGATIONS OF GRANTOR UNDER TEAT CERTAIN CONSTRUaION M A N AGREEMENT
BETWEEN GRANTOR AND LENOER OF EVEN DAIS ~
W ANY EVENT
F
OF ~DEPAULT UNDER THE
C O ~ U C I I O NLOAN AGREEMENT, OR ANY OF THE RELATED DOCUMEN19 REFERRED 1.0 =IN,
SHALt ALSO BE AN EVENT OP DEFAULT UNDER I'RIS DEED OFTBUST. 'TEE NUIE AND THE DEED OF TRUST
ARE GIVEN AND ACCEPlED ON THE F0LU)WlNC TERMS:
AM)

PAYMEK[' AND PERFORMANCE. Except ap o&w%epzwlded lo rhb Deed of Rut, Onwor shall pay to Lmdu mU unountr
sclcured by this Dsed of lhrrlu they become due, and shdl strictly d in 8 d d y mannu perfor111 dl ofGrio(orf obllgaddonr lnda
Ihs Nok chi6 Dctd of TWS and the R c W Documem
POSSESSlON AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Gmmr agrees that the LUop m v b shaU govm omtor's
pmurrbn u d IXEof the Propay:
Pmreulon a i d Usb Uodl the ocaurcnce of an E ~of Debk,
L
OrantDT I M (a)
~ rOrmin in p a a e u h md c a w 1 of the
PWa9'. @) W opcnb or manage (ho Pf'Opcfil, and (0) wllea W Rents b m tho Ropcrtl. The ffolawiq provisions rakb m
use of th.Propony a to other Umthdo- on rhc Pmpaty. T H E RW.PROPERTY E
I I$ NOT
~ MORE THAN
FORTY-(40)ACRES- IN ARU ORIS LOCATED WITHIN ANINCORPORAIEDCITY OR VLLLAGE.
Duty to Maintain. Omtor ahall rml& cb.Pmpaty i.mnmabk wadition and promptly paforar d l repain, qtccmmt~,
and rnliPmmco maessay to prla n l u s
khardnur S u W n c a The Drrmr 7mdau wutol" "huudouc a&auc+' 'dkpouS. Itckq' md W
' numLbrutsned r d u ~ ~u~ , "
used In this D d of Trust, rlull hvc ?ha m e manin01 u sa f o a in the Comprehemiw Envbwracna Ruponx.
~mpcosation.d1iabUQ Act of 1986, m uaendcd, 42 U.S.C. W o a 9601, ascp (TERCLA")
t h S~
Ohmcndmerar
aad RuurhorizaLlon Ad of1986 Pub. L. No. 99499 ("SARA*), ths h a d a u MatcrLt T
e kt,49 USC.
1101. er sq..
tho R~SOUIFC
CcnmWon a d Recovery Acf, 42 U.S.C.Scotion 6901, d seq, w ocher a p p l i u b h s w m Federal
laws, NIW. or re&ulUio~~ mdoplDd pummt to my of the fonpoing. l
b tcmv 'hnudom wuro" md %adorn
subsanc~'
shall alro helode, without Umfhtfaq potroleurn d pdropetmkum by-pmd~~U~
or my lhclioa lkoof aod ad,
Gnotor
repman& md w u n n n to knder dwt (a) During b e parind of O r ~ t d sownonhip of the hpatg. tbuc hnr bccn no we,
g ~ m a r ~ d o s ~ m ~ c d , d ~ ~ t i e u c o r ~ ~ d ~ o t ~ ~ w v a e o r N b r t r o f ; b y ~
person ma, under,nbollt or &am the PmparV, (b) ambr bu no knowlodge of, or n u c n 0 belimo hat thrnhar hsq anopt ac
plovioluly dirclaKd lo andackmwledpdby W a in writing, (0MY w
sbngq
Gupoul.
?lase, w Uuu!cacd rckas of any hazardour
w ruhstum on, mdcr, aboN w Bum t
k Ropntl by my prior omten or
~ c c u p r n u a f d u R o ~ o r ( imy
i i ~cnr.lm&~edliti&mdrimrofmyMby m g ~ & I n g t o S I I E L ~
and (c) EMpt as p m h l y dirckual to and 8cknoowbdeuf by Lmdu in miting. (i) neithe Omtor or my m~cmmdor,
agn* at olhr mumorbed user of cb.Propury W me,
m m f c t a . , rtac, trcaf dispose oT. or mleus my brmdocu
wrsb or subnmcs on, under, about oc iium &c Pmgcrty ud (ID uy such rnivity shrH be conductad In uunplhacs with rU
applicable fed+,
d local h.
r ~ g ~ and
b hordbmcq Lododing withut lidtaim thaso taws, roguldonr. and
ordinwccdaddrbow Q ~ ~ h d c r a n d i t r ~ ~ & l r p a ~ ~ ~ t o m & ~ b u p e c t l c m l a d
t u 6 , at G&
mxpsmr, ru tadcr my dcm! appmprite to determine ~npllanceof the h p e y with d& a o d m of b e
Deed of T a t Any inspatiw or toar muh by M r dull be s
k Lcndoh purposes only md rhaa not be cmhucd m aeata
my rcspomibiw w l i t y on the part of Lender to Gmtor or to my otha pcrrmr. 'W=-eh
d
conmined heroin m based oa G m m h due d i l i p n u h invudgrtinO he Pmpcay for h s m s d ~waste
~l
mid iwdou
mbnmces. Gmtor henby (a) rolrua Md mlvu my fbm d a h a g a h Leader for inAnnai~~
or ~ ~ ~ ~ & & l d61l othc
o evm
O m r ksoms liblo f'or danup or o(hu cosb undsr my such hwq md @) ape- to indunoi@llldhold bumlcn tndar
~ m y I l d L U e L i m rliabflftlsr.duny~q~ti~andcxp~~~~whlchLmda~dtbdlyorInd~zllminoc
, ~
~ ~ d ~ ~ r b ~ h 0 1 ' ~ ~ o f ~ D D C C d Q f ~ 0nyggatar-murufusruo,
~ ~ a m m s q ~ o f m y
rtorag.e, Q r p o 4 nlarc: m thrrurmad r e h u of a ~ o uwute
s m suhsbum w UICpropufiu. Ihepmvllonr ofthb d o
oftbe Deed of TNlt. including tha obllgrtion to idaonify, shall sodvc Ihc prymoot of rhc hlebtednea md tho satirtacrion lad
r c c o n v ~ of
e tha lisll O f thir Dad a t 'fnut .ndsb.U not bo rfFaasd by Lcnddrqoisitioo of any l n h d In tba propotty,
whc(her by f o r c c I or
~ orhuwira
Nubme6 W u ( r Orm(or r h U nol cause, cwduct or
any n u i m u wr commlt, permit w d o 1 my m i n p of or
warts ca M @ (ho RoprtY a my podan of the Pmpny. Withoat limiting thc g c n d f q of tho G m g d n ~GRntor will not
mnow, or grant to my other puty tho right to m o v e . any timber. m i n d (Inchding d l and gas), SOU,gmvd w rock pmduco
witbout Iho prior wriUen -t
of MQ,
Removal of ImpnnancnCr Grantor &all not demohh or hemove any Imp~~vBorn the F
W Propmy withoot &o prior
wriaen consent of M a . h r condiclm to th rmwd of uy h n p r o v e ~ Lclnla
.
may rcqukc Gmmr to make
m g r m s n b utIr5croly m Lendatm mplru soh hapovemc~bwith I~PIOVCBI&S oflt *ut rgPllvllua
h d d r Rlphl to Enter. Lender and od ibfad r c p r d w ma).cak~upon Cw hp Property rr la msonrbk b'mto
raend to LcndsA iwCats and to i q e c 4 th. Property far porpow of Gmtcfs compliance nithrho ten= and &om
of &I:
Deed of'rnrrt
Complbm with ~ovcmmcotal~ e q n i r e m mG~ m m shnU p m p l y comply witb LU lnwq ordlsnd rrlplhtio~~.
ww
or hQreaPccrb e m of all g o v u n m d authoritics a p p l i i l e a the ure or oauplncy of h e Plopsny, ineluding without
Iimjmtlan. the America Wlrb D i n b i i AcZ. Gmor mry contest h pod hith my soch tPw.o h g or
md
wilhbold w m p l i dwhg
~
any pm&h& including appropriate-8
so long u Gcaotor bu notified Leodu in writiog
prior to doingro and so Long a,In Lcndds lolo opinimz Ladab intPtsn h h e R o p y arc not]copardii. L d a may
nqSc Gmuk to pon&dcquato wnalty or r surety b d mmoolbfy- 6
m h Q r , to pnrrscd Lender9 intsraat
Duty to Pmted GMtor qw w i t h to a b d m nw I e m mmadcd tbs
Grnnlor shall do rH other rcq in
rddidon to those acm at fDnh bow in rhL section, which lhmtho chrnncr and urn of thc Roputy ua rwsonabIy nmnaty m
p t c a and proscrvs tho Ropuly .

+
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DUE ON SALg CONSENT BY LENDER. Lsndsr my, rt ib optima. dcdrro imdhtdy dpa md payable all wru aced by
thbDccdofTtd0p0nthe~deartMlfcbw i m o u l c h 6 L c n d & p r i c r ~ ~ S o f d l ~ m y p u t d ~ e R Pmparty,aauy
cal
interest m d ~ Red
e Propa*, A 'sale or lmoxfu' mclnr che ~ s y u v ofe Real Roporty or my rlgbr, tills a interest thnein, whether
IegJ, boacficii m quiabk wbsth~vohmtuyor tnwW+WIIW
by &gN
sale, deed, i n d h u f Rh amam, Imdatatma,
w o w tbr deed, lcawhold interat with a turn w r t c r than thnc 0 )ycu* Luro-optIoc!cootract, or by sale, Irsignmmt, or d u of
MYkasfkld inmd b~ or m my laod laad biding tido to the Rod Propay, or by my other muhod of convymcc of ~ e hdp a r t y
m t c W Ifany Grantor b 8 copmadon. parrnenhip or Umitcd Ilabmty con~pu~y,
traasikr Jlo Wudu my chugs h ownenhlp of
marr rhan mngr.fno percent (15%)of the wdng stodt, pubxnhip lntowll a limited liability company interests, u tk hc may
be, of Grantor However, Len& dull not arcniss this opdon if Nth e x e h k pmhibitcd by fcdual h or by Idaho Irw.

I rVCgg AM) LIENS. Tho followin# pmvlslolu dating to the Qxer and Umr on UIC Property arc a p m of lhh Deed of rmt.
Payment. Grantor dull pay when due (and in all evmtr prior to doliaqucny) all tax- q c o i d taxes, u s c ~ ~ c n cD h, g u
(including water and stwa), fmu md impo~lttollr1ovf.d mgainn w o n auolrm of he Pmporry, w d n d l pry whcn due all c
l
a
i
m
f o r ~ d o l l s m m f o r M v i c u r r n d a r r d o r ~ m m b h e d t o t h o PGRntDIrtullrminmlntkoRopanyhofall
~,
I l a having priority wa m o q d to the inof Lunda uoder thir Dad of Tmf except for tho lien of I~KES
d mernnanb
not duo and umpt P OLhQI*itd pmYIded in tiah Dad
Right To Contat. G m ~ may
y withhold paymau ofany tax, uroramc~t,or c b ?acolwctionwith a good faith dtplto over

t h e o b ~ n b p y , m l o r y ~ ~ ~ ~ $ r h e R o p ~ b o o c j ~ o 1p fPmdl ibc cn d~ a r i r f i l o d u ~ ~ u l t o f
nanpaymat, OMtor s~III
vlthiD f i h (IS) days ritv the lien u h or, ifa Urm u filc4 within fii\ca1(15) dmys mftnr G M t a

har&aidwfltmL,mmeb~oflbrliaa,aifnqud~L&,deporit~Lndarsrrhorad~
corporue runty bond a Dthcr vnujy 1.lirfr~loyb Lcadcr h an mwmn. u8iaicnt to d L x b g e the Uca phu my corn and
naumlbb mttorncyrl f a or 0 t h chsrgm Uut could acpvc u a d t of a fococlowc or d e un& chs Urn In my conlort

Gnutor &dldcfmd iwlf mi bndor md rhrll sati@ any d v m e judgment bdore enfole.moot a g a h I& h
.Gmdm
shall nmmc Lcndu u m additional obtigco undtr my swcty bond bnbbd la the cwhd pmcrcdingb
Evidwcm of Paymual. Chator lhd upcm demand flnnish m b d w suu&clory cvidmcc of plymeol of the laxer ff
ass am on^ and &dl Mboriza Lhc appropriate gwanm~nu1
of3d.l to detivm 0 Lcnda at my t h o a m U M rtatlllwt of b
mu durslrmnt,liOlinff thr Propc9.
Notice of ConrbtlcUon. Oranrnr mall notfi'/ Lender at kad 6Bem (13dap be? any wo* ir commenpd, any ravica
tlu~~irhcd,
or my rmM& m supplied to tho Propay, if any m c c h k ' s lka~,matend men's Im, or olha Im could be w M d
oa aecmmt of the work, ~rvicca,or marsrirlr Grmtor wiU upan ncltra( of L m d a fmisb to Lendol dv=-a
s d s W w y to Leader thrt Gnu& can ud w
i
n pay IIW
cost ofrush impmvnnmu
M
I R O P uv~ 1
otthir ~ k c of
d rM
PROPERTY DAMAGEmsmwce. m adlowi~~
~ V W O I Ut e k ~ 10
g
Malatanance of I ~ ~ u r m c ORmor
&
rhall p m m Id &tda polider of 6m i n . rrirh reandsrd axtoodcd c o w g o
cndommsatr w a replacanent badr Lr &a fall humble value cover@ dl T m p c o v a n ~on~ tha RMI Ropary in m mmm~
rufticht lo avoid qpliatian of my ~~IUWMCC clause, d vtlh m rolld.rdmartgagcc cluue in tnor af Lnda G n a c rh.U
~
1Lopmammdmaiarrinmmpnh~miivs~
liaWi~~hnshco~unocmolnlmdermyru~withrnutcr
and lrmdor being du d d i i l l m d la Neb UabGly hunnce polieia Addillonally, Grantor rhon m'mhlnmcb o k
-i
iachrdingbulwt h i t d t o twd,krsinasr i,wmption, pad boila i r a ~ ~ ~uc ~c , c a & m a y d l y ~ q ~
Policiu r U be mittem in form, unaug avsngo's and hi,
rruaarbk aaqlabb to Lender and kmad by a company a
comp.niu d l y
to LMder. Omtar. up^ ruplcff of Ludu, will delivet a Lon& &om rime lo dms the
policies or crARcala of innurnce in focm satithatory to Wcr, Wing rtlpolrtiws blcovcngc'r wIIl not be caucdkd a
dimini.hd w i t h t at kut lhifty (30) days. prior with n o b to LcadP. Ed& mopolicy d o sW include 5
endonemnu providiw tbat c o v m g ~in fsvor of Lcndu wiU MI be h p d d la my m y by my .st omls(co or d e w of
O n n l o r ~ m y o l h a p ~ r o p lShOUldtbcRulAopuryr~timcbgDmoloutcdin~rmdos~cedbyLeMReraofthe
l

~~

FcddEmcasnoy~~AecmyuarpcWIlaodhuvd~rpl.O~~~~~~~~)~andmrhnainFedonlClood
itlnmnod Cor thm fill unpid principal b a h of t
b iaaa and any p h r lluu on drc pmpcny nMin6 tho lorn. op to l o
maimurn paUy lbnib set mdw the N & d Flwd lnsnmw h p n , m u othcrwLc required by Lcodar. and ta maintainsuch
~ 6 a Q I a ~ o f ~ h a o a K
Appktion of Rarub. h i m &dlpromptly mify L n d a of any lolr or damage to the Pmpetty. h d a m y make pmof
of hcasualty. Whethv or not Lendas reaaiy is Imp.trod, bndr
of loss if Omlor tLib to do so wilbin fiRcen (15)

my,uiUclcsti~~~dodrctl$~pmcoodrof~d~lyth.~tobredllCtlmofthOIrd~
payment of my Rm afkting the Proprtr, or tho rraaPtioa md nprir oftho Ropuiy. IfLmdar e l m ID apply the pmacdr to
rcstontloa ~d mpair, Gnmar rhrll rep& or rcplrco Lbo damgod or duuoyed Improvomon&in a murmr ~ 6 - to h d a .
hda &dl, upan salidklory p f of such o . p o d i h r q pay or rcimbunc
tbs pmaxds for Ibs rcrsonrble cost of
ncpat or mtnntioa if ORnlOT ir not in d d b l t unda thin Dad o f M Any p
d whicb have wt heen dbbumd wIcbin
180 d.yr &or meir ndpt md which Lender hu nc8 ccorrmirrcd to the repair or rutontlon of tho Ropcrcy rb.U bo a
n
d tits m
pay any emunr owlng to h d r under this D d ofTruq then 0 pry uuucd intcnst,d UIC hc,
if my. shall be rppl6cd
in full of tha Iadto tbs prindpl brlrnco of (ho Indcbtafmr If Lcndcr holds lay paadr alhr
p m d W be paid to GIUIIor uGnnmr's l n m mry
~ appou
Uncxplrul Inslznrcc at hk. Any u n u c p i ~ ~insI
shall i m lo UIC h c 6 t oC and ppw to, tho pmhwor of the Pmperrr
covorad by this Dccd of T m It any mraoe's sale or otha salo held lmder dm p v k h of this Dced of Trust or at any
f o r c c h d e of ausb PIUp*.
Cnntorf8Report am larnnncu Up00 requa ofLonda, howsva nat more tho1 ancc a year, Gmuor &all fumiab to Lcndu a
r e p o r t o ~ ~ a e h ~ p sbow&.(a)
o ~ o f Ihb
~ w u o f b -,@)ch.riib
inswe& (c)thomountofths
policy. (4h e p r c p y bsud, Ihc rhw cumat nplwmml vmlw o f m d propor&, and rdmamar ofdstmmugthrt vdw;
Md (0) tho expbbon data of lhe policy.
dull, upon q a u t &Lender, have m iudependent mppnirrr &b*oy P
Lendadctermlw thosad,vrlw npllccment cost o f b Ropaty

EXWMIIIVRES BY LENDER V Gmtor Wls to comply wWI any pmvtrh of thir Dccd of Ihufor if any aadioP ar pmcooding
is c m m m d thrt rrould mlrrhlly aftkt Lenda's brcsu in lhc hcpucypucy
Lcndn on Onncdr klnlfmy, krt shall noc bo rquind
to, take m y setton that k n d a dcam apptopriato. Any ~ n mtbat
t I.&
oxpcnb in so doing will bcu lnkmt at tho nto pmvidod
for in tho Note fiom the date iPrPrrrd or paid by Lmder m tho date of repaymeat by Grantor AU such cxpaPry at L.endaf~option,
will (a) bo pyabla an drmmd.@) bc added to lho blluks of tbo Nocc and k lpportioncd among md be payable with any inrtJbncDt
paymmtr to become due durhg c i a a (i)
Ihc tcrm of my applicabls iDwrnco p o l i i or (if) thc muddug Urn o f t b Noh or (c) be
knud u s bsllooa paymcnt wbicb win bo dw and payable at tho NoUs nmhdy- l%ir Deed of T m rlro will r a m pryma of
t b n e ~ ~ .r ( ~ p v i d e d f b r i n m L ~ h s ~ L h c r d d M o n m c n ) . o t h a ~ a r a n y r r m o d i s r t o ~ L m d a m r y
bo aadtlrd on ucount of the dehult. Any such action by Lank ahdi not k w&md u d s &c dehlt ro u to bsr laador h n
my m e d y b t it ol5uwhe would haw hi.

WARRANTY; DEPMSB OF TIILL Tho following p r d n s rshting to ownenhip of the Pmperry am a part of thia Deed of
Iha
Tltla. Giaafor w m o that (a) Onatof holds good and m & W e titlo of record to the Pmpttty in fec simple, &m~d clear of
all G a u and ndawwrbr~ncaorhn thm those set fonh in rho Real Pmpntj duaiplion or in my tide inmmm poky, titlo repor final title opinim! t r u d in favor ot; and uccptrd by. Lender in cnmwdm! wirh thtc Deed of Tran, and @) G m t a bar tfio
fall right, power, d ruthority to a m t e and d o U v this
~ Dcsd of Rnsr to Lon&.
t

Defcnrc af ' W r Subjed to tho exception h UIC paragraph above, Gnutor w u ~ and
u will foray01 &fend Lbc tUe lo the
Pmporty sgainsl the lawful cbinu of 4p ~ n r In
. the c v m any d o n or proceeding is c~mmeoscdhat quudom GranW;
title or Ihs intorsl of Tnntm or Lenda under thic D e d of Trud. GRlltor shall dcfcad tho action r Clr;mlols urpaur Omtor
may bo the nomid putr in such ptucoeding, but lander shall k cntidcd to pinicipatc in the pmcecdtag end to ba qmescnlod In
h e procccdfng by c-I
of Wet9 own sbokq and Gnulor wlll deliver, or UIWto b.drlivmd, m Loodor such indmwb
rs Londn m y m p d&om tima to b e to p d t such puticipdon.
Compllaace Wltb Laws, Gmlor wunnu that dm Pmp.ny and G m W s lrra of rho Propory compila with all exlrting
appliubk kw. ordiDuvy md reguhUom ofgoMmmonol ru(han'tic*
CONDEMNAXION Ile following pmvklm r c l a L g o caderrnudon procedop us a part of IhL Doed o f 1IM
ApplfaUoa of Net Proerdr. If d l a any put of UIO Pmpmy L camhad by eminent do& pmacdbgr ar by my
pmceodhy a punhno h h u of eor~dcrmudoo,Lender may n ib oleUlrm r c q b cbn all or m y pottiondtho n& ptucmd~of
he a d b.lpplicd Lo Lhc Indebkdneu or rhc repair or r c ~ l d o nof the Pmpcrty The net procerdc of tho m d s b ~ Uman
thc awud da prymarr of dl rwonabk corm, expsary and
fccr b c m d by Tmnoo a Ceodor In c u m d o n wllb
the condamacion
RoredL~rIf my pmcceding in condamruth b iikd, Omtor rhll pmmplly nod& Lender In w i t h and 0rb.U
pmmply DLro mch e p s a
be ncartay to derolrd the action md obtM Us award Gnnmr may ba tho nomid party h
N6h pmcaedfngbut Lsndar rbrll k sntitted lo patkip& m UIO pmoeedlng md to k rep""rd in tho prassding by c o d
of ih own choice, and 9mntor will d e l l w or a w e to bs ddlverrd b Lcnder I& iwumeatr u mry be rcquuted by k ~IUIU
rimstu~topormavlcbp~~

~~

~~

IMPOSIrlON O F TAXES, PEES
CHARGES BY GOVERNMWZU AZnBORIIZeS. The following
reluinp to novma,hu and dshugauare 8 part of thfs Deed of Tnut
Cumnt T u a , k a and C h a m Upon quwt by Lender, Gmm d l ~ laxecum
l
Nsh d ~ w a e n KIn addition to rhlr Deed of

Tnut~PdwHhlCtYO0~8Etl~hrqOLNdbyLcn&rtoprrCodlad&Lcnd&Ucoonb~~~
GMbx
shall rcimbuna Lcrrbr for dl t u q ma dermbcd brkn*, rogc(ba with all gpauer i n m d in rrsordipg puf&tlag or
continuing this Dead of Tmr(, including without limitationall ha,fw* d o ~ w n stam%
m
md olhor c&rgos for recording a
regirtcaingthLDcal of Irun
Tnur T b e f o I h ~ ~ a ~ ~ a O o w ~ ~ s e d l o ~ ~ U a : ( ~ ) a ~ ~ c t a u p o n ~ t y p o f r ) t c d o f I ' ~ o r
uponatlamy p u t o f t h s l n d c b t s Q u r ~ b y W D e u l o f T m ~ @ ) a s p c i f i s b r o n 0 R n t c r w h iGran!arira&&cd
&
m requited m dcducr from paymenu on Ca Indrbbdna setolcd by this type of Deed of T m (c) r u on chis rypa of Dced of
lbm c b u p b l e rga!nsf rhr, tmder or tho b l d n p f t h c N o w a d (d) 1 sped50 la on 1or my padon of IIWIndebtedms a
on~ofpincipllarijInareSmdcbyGnnmr,
Tuar If lny ax to which &is seaion appIior u onactnd subsqtmt to fhc dam of thir Deed of T W this r b n t
$ballham the r a m offat u ur E w t of Debdl (M da6ned blow), ad Len& may cxerciro my or all d l t r available mncdia
Suhqucnt

1

foc~EvmtdD~upmvidedbeiowml~sQrraoreik(~pryrthotvrkfonkbccowr&l~
or(b)cramsmm(l
tuupmvidrdr~hthsT~~Lknrdnddcpodtrwith~urhmas~cicnt~~Worothp
samirp sldrfictoryto Lcnda
PLNANCINC SI'ATZMENn. The hallowing pmvislorn m*tfng to this Doed of T M u a sea&
agmancm are a pul of& Dead of
Security Ag?wmcnt. Thir msaumsnt shall cwrrfrute r mady agrecmcllcto the cxaw any of tho Roputy EolraiMa tbmM
or othu p e n 4 pmpmy. d h d a rhll haw dl of the rigbu of r S C M ~ pmty mdor 16.Unlfm CommucLl Codc u
amended &amcfow to rimr
-rib
htamt Upon roquert by Lad-, Bmlor JMIs x e c ~ ~
sbdanenu md take whnewr otha mion L

SECURIIYI -A

r ~ b y t e n d c r t o ~ c d m d c o ~ ~ a ~ ~ i m O R c n t r ~ P ~ ~ o n r lI nPa rd doi t ph ma r y .
recording mb Deed ofTrurt in the real propony reconis, Ladm my, at my tbno d without f a d e r
Qrumr,
file wcrcldrrd coumqmm, e
o
p
k or rcpmductionr of this Dced of Trust u a fumchq ~tatsmenr. Gnmm thrll relmblaza
L d r k 111 c r p e w incurred in pcrfecdng or condming rhb d r y brut. Upon k h k Omlor rhrll wenable the
P~~mama~eradrtrphcc~eoavmiontm~uncndLendamdmrh~~nilrbbbL,endarrithin
rbrm0)d.yra1?ernceipld~dd~Lcndu,
A d d r ~TIIC
~ d q II~&O%SU of Gmtor ( d e b ) md
(seamd pPnyX fkom whkh infomatia~wncemhg ths
s d t y ingranted by chEs D c d of Trust may be oboincd (& u requid by the Uniform Cornmemid Code), arc m stated
an~fintp.grofthirDeedoflhul.

I

-

FZlBT61ER A S U U N C l S AITORNEY-lN-FACT. T h IOUp m v t d r~l.ting
~ ~ ~ to Mhrad 8aornscjPfaa
ddd8 Decd OFTFurther k r m n c a , At my time. aud
dmc m tlm+ u p ~ c of hqu k ~
, Onnta will make, sxccuu .ad d e w . or
will arw to ba made, oxaa~cedor deiivucd, to Lander or to U d r duipco. md when quested by Lcnda,uuse to be md,
=corded.mfiled,arrrecorded,rrthscrrsmaybqumchthDadhatrbo~udp~uLmdcr~hr~~
mg and ail nrb maitgap, deeds of hut, rnviry deeds, security agmuy, financing shkmants, conthuation sammants,
imof tiuthv asmnc* c u t i B u t y and nd dcumodaarmonrr u may, m the soh opinion of Lender, bo ncscurry m
dainble in order m e f f complstc,
~ ~ p*
combq or pmuvc (r) the obligations of G m r d c r h e Note, Lir Dccd
ofTnn~mdthcReImtcdDocrrmcob,~d@)bUcmddyQ~crrandbythirDeedof~rrfi~rPdprialia
on thc Properly, whObu now owaed or h&
acquirrd by G m m . U& prohibited by k w or a p e d to the ammy by
Lcnda in writing, Orsntor rhdl reimburse Lcodu for rU scnr md rrpwer h m d & conwcrlonwitb &a mattas r a c e d to in

M a pU(

a-

AtLomepin-Fmet. If G m t a hi& to do my of fluthin@n f m d to m chs pealing paragnpb, Lenda may do m fw and in fh
nlme of-r
sad It Gnntdr axpens& For such pupow, Gnutar hereby imvocably appohb Lendu as Gnutots airomoy-

l n d o t f w t h ~ s c o f ~ & ~ o b g , d cf lf il lv~~n c o r d i a g , & d o b g ~ r l l a r t h ~ u m y b o n ~ o r
dcdnbk, m W & solo opinion, toacsompllrhthenuttenrc~mI.tkcprecdingp.ngnph.

FULL PERFORMANCE. If Omar pry8 all Ihs lndsbtaiaarr wbm dua, t s m h the line H e o f and o t k w b pnfomu dl ths
oblIgadom b n p d upm Gmmr tlnda chu Deed of Trust, Lender
crrsuts and dcliva to TNnto a request for full resmvcymco
and shall exccm Imd deliver to OM* suitablo dxtomentr of b m i ~ t i m of
! my BnmcLy mtcment on BL ddencing &ad&
KcurlW iaecrrrt in Lhs knrc md rhc Penanal Proputy Gmtor. If pQmitlcd by appliuble kw shall ply riny reconveyam f a
lxqll%cdbyI.w

DEFAULT. Each of tho fof1owin.g a! the option of Iader. shali wnriiiufe an cvuu of dslrult ('Eva! of DeRuIT) under lhlc Dccd of

Tmt
Defaol! on Indebldnrs Feihre of GMtar to mJrs any paywnr whDn due 011lhe lndebhdnar
Default on 016- hymen& Failure of Grimtor wirhia the dms rquirad by hh Decd of T m to mako any payment for t a m or
'uuunace, a any oatbu payment naassuy lo prcvmt G i i q of or rn off.ct disckg0 of any lien
Ddralt In F m r of Ilhld P a r t f a S M d Bonowrr or any GI~IIIOIdefault undar my loan, extension of cradit, wmity
ogre-S
p u m b m a d u mereemen4 m my otba ~
~in 5ror of
r my o , k creditor or pcnon rhu may m a t d a b
rffcct my of Barmwdi propmy w BcrmwerL or UIY Grmtor'a rbillty to =pay thc Loans a perform their respectlva oblipd0~1
UDdPthLDceddThutwmyoftheRc*todDourmmr
CompUlw D h u l L Pailms of Gmfar to wmply wirh any olhr term, oblig.tim. wvewrt or codtion conhinsd in this Dccd
oflhrrStb.Nau or h my of tho ROW
P
Fahr SLIUmnb Any wmmty, reprocntadon or atatanent muds a lbnlsbod to h d u by co oo bohdfof0nntm nuder thlr
D c c d ~ f T r o r t . b N o C r o r r b o R s I a h d ~ e n ~ c n f i l . o r m i r l n d i nwg tbh~~ ~~ ~w o r n t t h o t i m ~ m d o a
lkdhed
Defoctiv* ColI.tudtdlou. nis Dccd of Thut or my of UIO Rhtod Documentscuta to ha in Cull force and effect (inddng

Mursof~cobtcnld~toaeuarnlidmdp~~hYsratorh).tmyrimcandIbr~~u
D u t b or Lmolrmcy. Tho dtrolutloa (regardlessof whetha e l d o n o conUmo b ode), my mamba witMnw h a tho
campmy, or my 0 t h taminrliDn of Grsnm~%exidolvr rr r going b u s h or !fw drub of my munba, tbo Insdva~cyof

Gnator,~~ofrrrccivaformp~ofG~~sproperty,uyrwt~TorchobenSntofnnliton,anytypeol
crcditoramlcolga rbc ammacmmt d my proceding nnder my baduuptqa I n s o I ~ c ylam by or+
Grantor.
F o m b ~ o n ,ForLlbm, d 6 Cnuunsae~ontof faedor Maitmo prwcdings, ~~ by judidd proccedln& n l P
help, rcpot#zr(on or any other metfiod, by my a d k of Orrntor or by any goovcmma~Wagmcy agritur my of tho Pmmty.
Howevc~,thL urbanton dr9 not q p t y inthe event of r pod kith dispute by 0nmtor m to rho validity or nurmnablenua oftho
claim, w b i i L b c bash of the lrsor fodeihrr pmucding, pmvided dmt Cimmor giver Lender anim notkc of rucb
c*im.nd l b m b b a s r s s a v a o r a ~ b o n d
CorthochimuctmdorytoLendor.
W c h of O W Atpeacut.Any broach by Onator lmdv I& lama of #myother ogreomant bchrem Grand Wer dmt
Is not remedid
within my gmca ppuiod pmvided thacin. including witboot Limi(mim rry agmment c~rrciaiug
mdcbicdnua or cdm obliptim o f a n d m t o Leader, wbeUKl exWg now or ldsr
Rno& AIfcctlag Guarantor. Any of tho pmodbg evenu acnnr with nspcot to my auuan!ar
of my otrbc Indebtcc(ncu or
my Quurntor dies or beincampcant. or nvoka or disputa
nlidiry of, or liability under, mp (3of the

lndebtodna L 8 l d a r , d b ~ m y . b u l r b . l l a o C k r o c p l M l o . ~ I h o ~ c o h a r a o ~ ~ ~ u o s o ~ I b o
o b l i i o n i xising under the gouanty h a mumcr s!b5&q to Leader, m4 in &in&to, cum the Event of Dekult
A d v n a C 1ang6 A mmrill r d m change oaun is Gnntoh f i n d scnditioq or Lendubelieves tho p q s * of payment

wptrdbmunuafcb.IndoblcdDcrrbimpaircd
Insceurlly. h d e r in good Yth deem inelf fnrcarr
Rlpht to Cia If mch a filbm C &la
und ifGnan* hu not been glm r nodce o f r brsrcb of tbo swa pmvla'on ofthb
D e z d o f T n u t d h h t b p r d g t w d w ( 1 2 ) ~ i t n m y b s a m d ( m d mBvdof[kfunWwiUhveoennrcd)ifOrmhx,
InaLsodr8odrnriaonnocicrdDmmdiagcurs o f ~ h 5 i l m
(8)curoatho kilm withinthkry(30) d a s w e ) Ifthecar8
r q u h mom dm thhty (30) dzp, immadlrXPIy iltiatu scspc Ntficfsm to cum the L i and thomftor wnthruo d
compicba d d
b .ndnamsay s t e p suftici& to pmdum c o m p l i u tmn u ~uoclnbiyprdctjui
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon th ocuurenm of my E m of D c W md Y any rims iheafk, I'mnct or
Lander, af irr option, may exsroiu, my ane or more of tho fobwiq rfshlr md rcmodtr, in addition to m y other righh or nmodio
provideasrlaw:
Notice of Default In the event of defanh. Lend- shall cxeum or a t s r fha l'ruscn to exccurP IwriRm nodw of such ddU
.rdofLcndsrSel~toau~sthcRa~tobosoldto~~~t~md~csusomc6~wbcreoordcdm
~e~ofIhcrefordaducbo~mtyvhamiocbsRdRoprrty,marmylru(~oliarlowcd
A c c e l e hdcbtcdren.
~
Lcndcr r b l l baw the right u ita option wWlou~aotiu to OMla co d & b tho mdn fmicbtcdoczr
irmncdhtely dw ad pyablq iacludiq my prepayrmnr pcolllty, d e b GnuOn would k nquhd rcl pay.
Forrchnum W i r h r ~ p ~ ~ o a l l a a n y p . n o f Q l s W ~ , t h p ~ m a U b . ~ t h e d & ( ~ ~ ~ & m d ~
~dLeDderrhnhavstheri&mforcsi~c~byj&ulfo~mc, inrilhacaseinrcordrncowithmdtotbr Wuhm
prwidad by lpplEnMa hw.
UCC Ikmcdk With respect to d or my psa of rho P
d Prow, Lcrder shall hw ail tho r i g b md m e d i a of a
dpaty uxlda cbc Udfoaac o l m m aCode.
~
C o l M Rank Leader Ball haw tha ri& wirhout notice m Gnmmr, to taka pasassion of and mlnago lbo Pmparry d wuco
thoRcmo,inc~grmolnOpsndurrad~~~~rpplytbampmcnb,o~lod.bovoLd~eortr.~tbs

Inds*

ln~~~~~ofrbisrfghr,hda~Rquinmynytnuafotheruraof~RapcnymmJ;c~cuoofront

or we fep dire49 to Luidr8. If I~Rants
IO am c

u by Leader,
~
thou ORnM irrevocably designates Lsadu as Qrtnrd3
~ a o m s y - u c & t t o ~ i n r ~ r a e i v c d h ~ t d K I w i I n ~ m o f 0 m t o r m d m o c g o b hwllat
0~rmo~

thrpmxwh P ~ b y t w r n t r o r P t h o r ~ c n t o L s o d e r L n s p o r w m ~ d e m r n d ~ ~ t h a o b l i ~ f a w ~
h e payments uc mu%, whether or wt my pmpu g o m & liar &e demand oxistad Lender may ~:arcissitj ri@ mrder this
subpmgqh cihu in paaa, by agent, or rhmugh a rcwiva.
Appolnf Recefver. Lender M I hrvo UIC right to hrve a rrceiw appointed (D tako p m a n i m of all or my prt of the P q a t y ,
mtb ths -to
pot& rad prwrve the Prq~riy,ta ope* tbc Rapuryprrosdingiorrclonv~or mk,m
d to coikct the Rsmr
6rom
P
r
a
m md appiy Le proceeds, over md abow the taQ of tho mlvuship, agrlnrl t
k Indebtedma. The receiver
may savs witboat bond if&
by Im Lend& right to tho appointment of a rerxiver dmll uk( whothor or not tho
appumt vdw d r h * Properly
tho Indebtedma by I snbstm~drlamount Employma by Lmdcr shaU not
a
pcnon horn savina u a d v a r .
Tenancy at SII~~~ILMELIf Gnutor remaioa in p w c u i a a of the Ploperry a h tho Rope* L sold u p v i d c d lbovo a Leader

~~

omawirr~meatitkd~porrerri~~ofthcPIDpaly~dc~of~,armtasbrllbcfom~;r~It~or
Lcndaor~~dthshpsngPldsba&u~o~chhu(a)plyarrwoaabbRDnlf~thc~ofIho~,
or (b) vacllc rho Pmprg. hmcdiately opon the demrnd ofLndtr
W u R n m d u TnutrcorLtnderrhrUh.w~yarbarn'gM~~~~WhmbDerdofTutorth.N&orbyl.w.
Notice of Sale. Lander shall giva Qrantor rrason.sb& ncticu ofthe time and p k of my public d o of tho P
d bgcy or
of the
a&r whish any private d o or other intendeddisposition of the Psaonrl Ropmy k to bc mada RwJonabIe nab
shall mean mdce &a at least tan (10) days b e r m the ti1110 o i rhr 40or disporitioa Any sale oiPuoonal Propmay be
4in ccmjwtion wi& any slle of the K a l Pmpaty

Sale of the Property. I6 tho wrtcnl pormittcd by lpgliable hw. Gmtor hereby d v a my md 111dghu to have tho Pmpcrty
rrmcshslod In ucnuingib r i g b drcmcdieh fbt Tmtcc o r l c n d e r h l be b e to sell all or any p w of lhe Prop* togatha
or XpMlely, C ow I& w by SOpWo SIIU tender &ail k entkled to bid at my publio mla on dl or any p d o n af dm
Propay. NotIco of lrlc hrviog bow givm as than r a p i d by law. and not ku than tho tfma rcquhd by law having clnpcd.
T M I g without drrrrmd on OMtor, s
h
d roll the property at cha thno md p b tixrd by It in tho a o h of ale u public auccim
to the highest bidda f a cuh in I~wIMmoney of the Untted State* pry.bk rl time ofsrla l b t m hall doliva to thc purchucr
his or hor deed mnvqbg the Pmporty so sdd bwt without any mcimt pn m t y o q m s or implied The ncitrla in Nth
d o a d o f a y m ~ o r t L # c W b c m l l c l ~ l v c p m f o t r h P ~ o t P l c h m m a o r f r Afbtrd&ucthgIncw~,Coor
ar
md uqoruer of Tnutcc d of lhir Tmt,W i n g coat of ovidace of dtls rod reuombb umnqsl ha, ~ h r d l n gtkos in
camcctwn wim ths nb,TNItce shaU apply pmacdr of sllc to plymclll of (a) III nrm apcnded under this Deal of Trust. mc

Ulsa~lMwilh~m~rrpmvidadta~~drrart@)dl~arxnmd~d(c)rhe~,If

I

my,t o t h C p a o n o r ~ 1 & c c u l t k d d r s r S l o .
Walvui Elccllon of RamedL.. A waiver by any p a y of 1b r e d of a p i w i s h of thi, Dud of Tnut chO not o d t g . a
waiver ofor pmfoQofhaputy3 dgho othomkom d a d saistcunpl*n# with(brlpnwIsiooor myohrpmridon
Electloo by L
&
to punus my m c d y provided h lhir Desd of TNIS Ihe N0(4 m my Rehtcd Doarmcnr. or provided by L w
sbd not d u d e pwnril of my othr nmcdy, and ur ekafon to d m apendlllam or to uks acdon to psrfonn rn oblbrtfaa of
Gmtor rmda chi! Deed of T n a afkr
of h m r to gerIorm shall no( lflict h d d s right to kips 1dsf~Plluul to
-ira
.woflu ram&
A ~ I T I ~ Ea-pcaaa
~ F ~ If
, Lender krstitPtor any Nit m d m to ratom any of bo tomu of thh Decd of Tmt, Lendv sbll
bo entitled to recover rucb mu, 8s tho caul msy .dJLdgc~ C L I O I M ~ ~uC m
m
c
y
df a t trial and on my IDDE~~.Whctha or no(
my COW tdon h h l v c d , dl m a o ~ b l ce q m m s &camd by Lnda whiob in L o M c p i n b wb&uy u my d m Ca
the profdon o t ia inbrost or the mfacMIoDt of Ib dgbrr shall beuunc a p d of the IndekcdivJI p p b k on demand md dull
b u r L r t a c r f . t t h N o t c R L c f m n t h e d ~ 0 f a p c n ~ ~ d l r r p l I ed * p a a u r ~ o v r r r d ~ t h m p u r O R p h & c ~ w ~
limitatloo, howova subject to my W i & rppUsrbb law. LonW d
b
feu wholhU a not mePc k a
l~mviSinchdingrrwolbk~[taruyr'fcufwbalrmplrypmcOsdinpr(inol~rK~to~ornolts~y~~
or Injmdoo), qpmb sod m
y dclpatcd pan-judgment collection Iorvicqtho a& ofscushing rcrx& obmhhg titfo rqnnta
(ialudhg f o ~ o n ~rpm),
~ s
swoyord rspom lpprafal fay, tide insmmcq llnd k s lot tho l h r c q to the amit pamincd
byrppltrbkhw. ~ l l r o ~ p y r m y o c l r c c o l t r , h d l t i o n w r D o ~ m o n r p r o v k l c d ~ h w
Rigbfs of Trustee. Tm* ahan have all of lbs rigb md d& ofu sot rortb Lnthb stion.

POWERS AND OBLIGATIONS OF TRUSTElL Th, f o l h k g p m v u i rolatlng to tho powus md obllgdloor of lwros M
put of mh Dcsd o f T M
Powen of Tnutcr In addlLn to dl powur of Imtcc miihg u c matter of law, T ~ s * cdull bave tho pomr to hLcs dm
f o l l ~ g r c t i o n r v i m m p r c t t o I h s P m p a t y u p o ~ ~ t h o ~ l r q w s t o f ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) 6lioga
Jolnh~md
amp or pW of tho Rn)Propony, including tho d o d l d a n ofwolsor olhcrdgbP:to tho ppubllc; @)join in g r d n g any euemclu
or cratingmy rsmlnlaoon lhe Ral P
r
o
m d(c)join in my subor*
or ottia ygtcment Iffkthqrht Deed of T m
orthsbtoZLadcxmdcrthkDcedoflhut

Obligatiam to N w . T&e rhJl oot be o b u w to ndiw ray other parly of I pendhg ule under my 0th- mut deed or
Ikn, or ofmy wQcr orpracacdlngln wMchChntor, Lender. cr ~ r h lk alm , U I J O P IhO IftiO(L orpnmcdiog /S
bmught by TT M t a Trustee ddl meor d l @Ificdt&ns requid fa Trustw \mdPr cpliabie law. In 8dd(tim to I& rlghb md renrdiu
afor16abovs,with~todoranyputofLboPropcrty, t b ~ T ~ s h l l h m l h o r i g h t t o f o n c 1 o abynodcoaudnls.md
o
Lcndcr~b?vc~~loforrdoubyj~~,incithercrmhu*ordmce~d~bMlert.ntpmvided
byIppicabIbtw.
SucecsorTmtca L c n d e r . u L e n d d ¶ o p t l o a . m r y ~ t i m e t o t I m e r p p o h n a r o c r c ~ a T ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ & r c d
hcrcvrda by m imlmocnt ~xocvtedmd rclmowledged by La&r md rrurldsdh the oBca ddu rcuuda of Cmayoo Cwnty,
Idrho. Ths hwmmnt shall cmlai& in additlam tu dl &or mlllca required by safe law. the maf Ibc origid Iradu.

T~d~,Ihobo&d~wh~lhirDocddTrwtbresorded,d~armsdrddrrrrofthoarcurcrm~

I
1

,

md the hs&mcot M I be olcu*cd md ahowledrod bv hods or ib su-n
in incsrur 'h~ t c u r om.ika
r
witbotl
couveylnaof the hpoy. dull -cd
to d l r6.<;kp&r, md dutia sooferred o p dw T w c s & tbii Deed of %st and
by appllcablo law Thlr p r d w lor s u b s t b h oflnbtee rbd gowm to tk admbn ofrll a6orpmvMonr fa rubrtimtion

NOTICES TO GRANTOR A N D OTRER PARTIES. Any nafce tlndv this Docd of Tnut 1b9bo in writla& nuy be seat by
I c k f i d e ( ~ o k l * w M b ~ ~ L n d * . u * e ~ n r r i ~ d o l - m - ~ r W ~ ~ d b
rccyized ovunight couier, or, if mailed rhrll bo demcd offwdvowhen dopmltcd h ths U~likd3 m e s mnll tbs cbs,certiacd a

r e g ~ s ~ ~ p ~ t s Z o ~ ~ ~ t h o ~ t b m m ~ t h As n by pe t ~y r gm oy ~f b ~ D d ~ T ~ ~
rddreu for noticed rmderthlr Deed ofTtuatby eiviagformrtwrittcnootiwb thooothapuriar, ~ ~ t h e p t r p o u o f t h e
notfcs is lo cb.ngo tho
ddrrrr AJI copies of norim oftonclosure 6om I& holda of my llm which h a priority over thb
DcodofTrurtsh.llbarrmtto~~addrur,arrhovnnarthsbog~ofth~Dccdofnm
E to. r o o t i w ~ , O R m o r
sgnartokaptQldndndo~odl~of~sc~cnt~ddrsn

I

MISCELIANEOUSPROWIONS llu f o ~ g ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ p r o vamL8 cpmtl oof%
n a Dccd of Insc
AmcndmcnU 'Ihic Deed of TWgethu witb my Rckkd Doflmrmq canrdlues the otfn c m d ~ m and
g agrecmcat of
cht parch u to tho mrtlcnget forth in tbir Do& of T N ~No druariw of or e ~ n d m m to
c to Deed of Tnut dull be effcdivc
~mku
given in writing md ~igned
by rbs puty or pador sought to be chargod or b o d by fbcJlcnrim or amcdacat
Annurl Reports If tho Repay is uxd la parpoxa other UM Gnuucd rtddcaeo, GTMW s b 9 f i d & to lador, upan
rqwt, I SCRifhd statement of as( opmhg krome d v e d fiom dm Ropany durJn5 chatarb p v i o r a fbcd ycu Irr mch
f o r m m d d d J . ~ ~ u s h o l l 1 ~ 9Wp eh t o p ~ f n s o m a g & U - 1 E l r h r ~ h t h o ~ I e n d f u h
cmeadiclmr made io armectiw witb the omatioa oftha R u m .
~ i p l i a b kLaw. TUI Deed or T N t h.;bcon dellvmd k &du and #ueptcd by Leodor In Uw State d ldrba, 113,
Deed ofTrurt shall be governed by and conrafled in ~ e e o ~ with
c c thr Ian oftbe 9t.b of I&ba
C~ptlooH e r d l a p Capdonhcrdingr m lhbDeed of Trust for orcaavcoicnw pmporor
only utd nd not lo bo used to intapref
. .
or d o h thr p & i ~ of tbir Decd~dTmc
Merger. I'buc rhall bo no merger dlhc h e r u t or unto vcated by this Deed of I'rusl with any attior iDtasna u m e in the
h p c r ~any rime held by ar 5r tbr boa& of londain any -city,
aimout tho mith corncot of M.
Moltipb P r r l k r M obligUiom of Gnntw unda chis D d of T w t &dlbe joint and sevnJ md 9 refcmncca to Gnolor
sh.II mcpp tach md way G m m . Thh mcaar that each of the pcm(u siguit!g k l o w & r ~ p o m t i efor dl o b l i g d o ~in~tbk

Deed ofTrurt.

;

I

Scnnbnlfy. If r court of wmpaur j d d i n l o n fin& my provision of W Deed of IM lo be innlld or undomrble ar to
my p ~ o or
n circumsontq such findull not radar tbaf pmvkian invalid or r m c n h a b l e u to my o l h r penoar or
circummnca. If fedblq my sucb offending proWon l r l l be daemed ro be modified to bc within tho Uda of plrorceability
or validily; however, iflhc otTkading p r o v k h c m ~bet ao d W it shall be saickm md d l o k pmvldoru of rhb Wed of
Tmt in dl otharapcccl &dlrcmria nlid Pld d r s u b l a
Suceuron and hdgnr Subfeu to tho l l m b t i m sarod In thb Deed of mut m fndxof Oranrots htottst, thtr Deod of
Trust ~hnllk b i i m g vpoo lad b m a, the benetk of tbo paria, rhclr nrcccson and u s i m I f ownmhip of h e Propony

b e m a vlnd in a genon ocher thrn Chlntor, kndor. withou nodca to Graatff, may M Hith Gnatdr atucasms wim
roLrcncs to this Dad of Trust and tho Mobtednan by -my of forbamm or cncnrtoa without ccl&t
Grantor dmm &a
obligarioar oflhh Dscd of*
or IiabIUty Pnder the b e I n d c b t c d n s r r
T l r n r t o T ( L c ~ c al ~ L o f t b m c w o u h ~ ~ o f t h i i D c a i o t I h ~ 1 ( ,
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Jeremy J. Gugino
Chapter 7 Trustee
111 Broadway Avenue
Suite 133
PMB 222
Boise, ID 83702
Telephone: (208) 342- 1590
Fax: (208) 344-0785
gugino@cableone.net

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO
In Re:
Juli Grace Barnson
Debtor.

)
)

)
)
)

CASE NO. 07-00573-JDP

1

Chapter 7

Jeremy J. Gugino, Trustee, (substituted )
as real party in interest for Debtor)
1
PlaintiffICounter defendant,

)
)

AMENDED COMPLAINT

)

1

VS.

)

ParkWest Homes, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
DefendanUCounter claimant.

)
)

PARKWEST HOMES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)

Third-Party Claimant,

)

v.

1

1

)
)
EMC MORTGAGE COW., a Delaware )
Corporation, and MORTGAGE
)

ADV. CASE NO. 07-06044-JDP

ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware
corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC
(f/k/a Homecomings Financial Network,
Inc., a Delaware limited liability
company,
Third-Party Defendants.

)

1
)

)
)

)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, Jeremy J. Gugino, Chapter 7 Trustee in Case No. 07-00573-JDP
("Trustee"), who for a cause of action and claim for relief against the Defendant Parkwest
Homes, LLC, alleges as follows:

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
1. Juli Grace Barnson ("Barnson"), an individual, filed an individual Chapter 11
petition as a debtor in possession in United States Bankruptcy Case No. 07-00573 on April
13,2007. Said Chapter 11 case was converted to a case under Chapter 7 on December 9,
2007. Jeremy J. Gugino was appointed Trustee of Debtor's Chapter 7 Bankruptcy case soon
thereafter, and was substituted as a real party in interest in the above captioned adversary
proceeding, consistent with the Court's pre-trial order, on December 2 1,2007. Adv. Doc.
Nos. 17, 19.
2. That, the Defendant ParkWest Homes, LLC, ("ParkWest"), is an Idaho limited
liability company, with its primary place of business in Nampa, Idaho.
3. That, Trustee has the right and authority to bring this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
157(b)(2), Bankruptcy Rule 7001 of the Bankruptcy Rules, and the Order Granting
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Stipulation For Relief From The Automatic Stay entered July 2 1,2007.
4. That, on or about the 21" day of January, 2005, Barnson entered into a contract
with ParkWest ("Rafael Contract") for the construction of a residential structure on certain
real property commonly described as 8 142 S. Rafael Way, Boise, Idaho, ("Rafale Property"),
and more particularly described as follows:
Lot 28 in Block 6 of Carmichael Subdivision No. 2, according to the plat
thereof, filed in Book 90 of Plats at pages 10487 through 10489, records of
Ada County, Idaho.

5. That, on or about the 8th day of August, 2006, ParkWest recorded a claim of lien
against the Rafael Property as Instrument No.

,records of Ada County, Idaho.

6. That, on or about the 15' day of March, 2006, Barnson entered into a contract with
ParkWest ("Wilder Contract") for the construction of a residential structure on certain real
property commonly described as 28123 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho, ("Wilder Property"), and
more particularly described as follows:
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the official plat
thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at page 2, records of Canyon County, Idaho.

7. That, on or about the 28th day of November, 2006, ParkWest recorded a claim of
lien against the Wilder Property as Instrument No. 2006945 11, records of Canyon County,
Idaho.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Violation of Consumer Protection Act - Rafael Property)
8. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1
through 5 above.
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9. That, at all times relevant to these proceedings, ParkWest was a general
contractor within the meaning of Idaho Code 545-525.
10. That, at all times relevant to these proceedings, Barnson was a owner or
purchaser of residential real property within the meaning of Idaho Code 545-525.
11. That, the value of the Rafael Contract exceeded the sum of Two Thousand and
No/100 Dollars ($2,000.00).
12. That, ParkWest failed to comply with the pre-contract disclosure requirements
of Idaho Code 545-525.
13. That, ParkWest's failure to provide Respondent with the statutorily mandated
disclosures constitutes an unlawhl and deceptive act or practice in trade or commerce
under the provisions of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act "("ICPA").
14. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violation of the ICPA, Barnson may
treat the Rafael Contract as void or voidable, or alternatively, obtain an award of statutory
damages of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.0) or actual damages, whichever is greater.
15. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violation of the ICPA, Barnson suffered
damages in such amount as may be proven at the time of trial herein;
16. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violations of the ICPA, the Barnson is
entitled to recover costs reasonable attorneys fees incurred herein pursuant to Idaho Code
548-608(4) and (5).
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Quiet Titletslander of Title - Rafael Property)
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17. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1
through 5 above.
18. That, at the time of recording of ParkWest's claim of lien, no obligation was due
and owing by Barnson for labor, material or professional services provided by ParkWest.
19. That, ParkWest failed to serve Barnson with a true and correct copy of the claim
of lien within five days of the date of recording thereof, as required by Idaho Code 445-507.
20. That, an occupancy permit for the Rafael Property was issued in October, 2005,
at which time Barnson began occupying the home. That, ParkWest failed to record its claim
of lien within ninety days of the date of substantial completion of the Rafael Property as
required by Idaho Code $45-507.
2 1. That, ParkWest's acted with malice in recording a claim of lien against the Rafael
Property.
22. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's recording of a claim of lien on the Rafael
Property, Barnson will suffer damages in the form of attorneys fees and costs incurred in the
course ofprosecution of this claim. That, pursuant to the terms of the parties' contract, Idaho
Code 412-120, and applicable common law, Barnson is entitled to recover reasonable
attorneys fees and costs incurred herein as damages.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Violation of Consumer Protection Act - Wilder Property)
23. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1
through 3 , 6 , and 7 above.
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24. That, at all times relevant to these proceedings, ParkWest was a general contractor
within the meaning of Idaho Code $45-525.
25. That, at all times relevant to these proceedings, Barnson was an owner or
purchaser of residential real property within the meaning of Idaho Code $45-525.
26. That, the value of the Wilder Contract exceeded the sum of Two Thousand and
No/ 100 Dollars ($2,000.00).

27. That, ParkWest failed to comply with the pre-contract disclosure requirements
of Idaho Code $45-525.
28. That, ParkWest's failure to provide Respondent with the statutorily mandated
disclosures constitutes an unlawful and deceptive act or practice in trade or commerce under
the provisions of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act "("ICPA").
29. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violation of the ICPA, the Barnson may
treat the Wilder Contract as void or voidable, or alternatively, obtain an award of statutory
damages of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.0) or actual damages, whichever is greater.
30. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violation of the ICPA, Barnson suffered
damages in such amount as may be proven at the time of trial herein;
3 1. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's violations ofthe ICPA, Barnson is entitled
to recover costs reasonable attorneys fees incurred herein pursuant to Idaho Code $48-608(4)
and (5).

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
(Violation OF Idaho Contractor Registration Act Wilder Property)

-
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32. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1
through 3,6, and 7 above.
33. ParkWest first registered as a contractor pursuant to the Idaho Contractor
Registration Act on or about May 2,2006.
34. At the time of execution of the Wilder Contract, and the commencement of
services thereunder, ParkWest was not registered as a contractor as required by the Idaho
Contractor's Registration Act.
35. On or about August 7, 2007 ParkWest filed suit against Barnson in the Third
Judicial District, Canyon County, State of Idaho, as Case No. CV 07 8274, ("State Court
Action"), wherein ParkWest seeks recovery of sums claimed due under the Wilder Contract,
and foreclosure of the claim of lien against the Wilder Property.
36. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's failure to be registered as a contractor at
all times during the Wilder Contract, the above-referenced legal proceeding is barred by the
operation of Idaho Code $54-5217.
37. That, as a consequence of ParkWest's failure to be registered as a contractor at
all times during the Wilder Contract, ParkWest has waived any and all lien rights against the
Wilder Property in accordance with Idaho Code 854-5208.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for the entry of judgment against the Defendant as
follows:
AS TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION (Rafael Pro~ertv):
1. That, the Court declare the Rafael Contract void; or alternatively, for damages in
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such amount as shall be proven at the time of trial herein, subject to the statutory minimum
of One Thousand and No11 00 Dollars ($1,000.00);

2. That, the Court declare the Defendant's claim of lien upon the Rafael Property to
be null and void;
3. For costs;
4. For reasonable attorneys fees; and

5. For such other and further relief appears just and equitable in the premises.
AS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION (Rafael Propertv):
1. That, the Court quiet title to the Rafael Property in the Plaintiff, free and clear of
any right, title or interest of the Defendant;
2. For costs;

3. For reasonable attorneys fees; and
4. For such other and further relief appears just and equitable in the premises.

AS TO PLAINTIFF'S THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION Milder Pro~ertv):
1. That, the Court declare the Wilder Contract void; or alternatively, for damages in
such amount as shall be proven at the time of trial herein, subject to the statutory minimum
of One Thousand and No11 00 Dollars ($1,000.00);
2. That, the Court declare the Defendant's claim of lien upon the Wilder Property to

be null and void;
3. For costs;
4. For reasonable attorneys fees; and
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5. For such other and further relief appears just and equitable in the premises.
AS TO PLAINTIFF'S FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION (Wilder Pro~erty):
1. That, the Court enter an Order barring further proceedings in the State Court

Action;
2. That, the Court declare the Defendant's claim of lien upon the Wilder Property to

be null and void;

3. For costs;
4. For reasonable attorneys fees; and

5. For such other and further relief appears just and equitable in the premises.

Dated this 18th day of January, 2008.

IS/ Jeremv J. Gugino
Jeremy J. Gugino, Chapter 7 Trustee
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this date as indicated below, I electronically filed the foregoing
Amended Adversary Complaint with the Clerk of the Court using the CWECF system which
sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the individuals so noted below. I further certify that, on
the same date, I have mailed by United States Postal Service the foregoing document to the
following non-EMJECF Registered Participant(s) either listed below or on an attached list.

"Electronic Notification
U.S. TRUSTEE, ECF: ustp.regonl8.bs.ecf@usdoj.gov
David Wishney, dwishney@qwest.net
Bob Bums, RBB@moffatt.com
Ryan McFarland, RMCF@HTEH.COM
Frances Stem, fstern@fsternlaw.com

Served bv U.S. MAIL
Juli Barnson
8 142 S RAFAEL WAY
Boise, ID 83709
IS/ Jeremy J. Gugino .
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee
Date: January 18,2008
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Randall A. Peterman, ISB No. 1944
Robert B. Burns, ISB No. 3744
MOFFATT,THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rap@moffatt.com
rbb@moffatt.com
23-095.0
Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimantJ
Third-Party Claimant ParkWest Homes LLC
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO
Case No. 07-00573-JDP
Chapter 7

In Re:
JULI GRACE BARNSON,

Adversary Case No. 07-06044
Debtor.
JEREMY J. GUGINO, Trustee (substituted as
real party in interest for Debtor),

PlaintifWCounterdefendant,

I.
11.
111.

ANSWER TO AMENDED
COMPLAINT
AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
AFFIRMATION OF PENDING
THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT

VS.

PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Defendant/Counterclaimant.

ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT, AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM,
AFFIRMATION OF PENDING THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT 1

-
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PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Third-Party Claimant,
VS.

EMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, and MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,
WC., a Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC ( W a
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendants.
I.

I
ANSWER

Defendant ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest") denies each and every allegation
contained in the amended complaint of Plaintiff/CounterdefendantJeremy J. Gugino, Trustee
(the "Trustee"), filed January 18,2008, in this adversary proceeding (the "Complaint") not
expressly admitted hereinbelow.
General Allegations
1.

Pursuant to Rule 7008(a) of the Bankruptcy Rules, ParkWest admits that

this adversary proceeding is a core proceeding and that it relates to the Chapter 7 case of ln re
Juli Grace Barnson, Case No. 07-00573, filed under Chapter 11 by Debtor Juli Grace Barnson
("Barnson") on April 13,2007, but converted to a case under Chapter 7 on December 9,2007,
shortly following which the Trustee was appointed to be the trustee of Barnson's bankruptcy
case and substituted as the real party in interest in the above-captioned adversary proceeding.
(See Docket Nos. 17 and 19.)
2.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraph 1 of the Complaint.
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3.

In response to paragraph 2 of the Complaint, ParkWest advises that its

legal name is "ParkWest Homes LLC," but otherwise admits the averments in said paragraph.
4.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraph 3 through paragraph 7 of the

Complaint.
First Cause of Action
(Violation of Consumer Protection Act - Rafael Property)
5.

In response to paragraph 8 of the Complaint, ParkWest hereby

incorporates by reference its foregoing responses to paragraphs 1 through 5 of the Complaint.

6.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraphs 9 through 12 of the

7.

In response to paragraphs 13 through 16 of the Complaint, ParkWest

Complaint.

admits that it inadvertently failed to provide Barnson with certain of the disclosures required by
Idaho Code Section 45-525 and obtain a signed receipt for any disclosures it made and that such
a failure is defined to be an unlawful and deceptive act or practice in trade or commerce under
the provisions of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, but denies that the Trustee has any basis to
prosecute a claim under such act pursuant to the holding in Yellowpine Water User's Ass 'n v.
Imel, 105 Idaho 349,35 1-52,670 P.2d 54, 56-57 (1983), as neither Barnson nor the Trustee
suffered any ascertainable loss of money or property as a result of ParkWest's inadvertent
failure.
Second Cause of Action
(Quiet TitleISlander of Title - Rafael Property)
8.

In response to paragraph 17 of the Complaint, ParkWest hereby

incorporates by reference its foregoing responses to paragraphs 1 through 5 of the Complaint.
9.

ParkWest denies the averments in paragraphs 18 and 19 of the Complaint.
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10.

In response to paragraph 20 of the Complaint, ParkWest admits that a

certificate of occupancy for the Rafael Property was issued on or about November 17,2005,
whereupon Barnson took occupancy of the property, but ParkWest denies that it failed to record
its claim of lien within 90 days of completion of its work on the Rafael Property in accordance
with Idaho Code Section 45-507.
11.

ParkWest denies the averments in paragraphs 21 and 22 of the Complaint.

Third Cause of Action
(Violation of Consumer Protection Act - Wilder Property)
12.

In response to paragraph 23 of the Complaint, ParkWest hereby

incorporates by reference its foregoing responses to paragraphs 1 through 3,6, and 7 of the
Complaint.
13.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraphs 24 through 27 of the

14.

In response to paragraphs 28 through 3 1 of the Complaint, ParkWest

Complaint.

admits that it inadvertently failed to provide Barnson with certain of the disclosures required by
Idaho Code Section 45-525 and obtain a signed receipt for any disclosures it made and that such
a failure is defined to be an unlawful and deceptive act or practice in trade or commerce under
the provisions of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act, but denies that the Trustee has any basis to
prosecute a claim under such act pursuant to the holding in Yellowpine Water User's Ass 'n v.
Imel, 105 Idaho 349,3 51-52,670 P.2d 54,56-57 (1983), as neither Barnson nor the Trustee
suffered any ascertainable loss of money or property as a result of ParkWest's inadvertent
failure.
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Fourth Cause of Action
(Violation of Idaho Contractor Registration Act - Wilder Property)

15.

In response to paragraph 32 of the Complaint, ParkWest hereby

incorporates by reference its foregoing responses to paragraphs 1 through 3,6, and 7 of the
Complaint.
16.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraph 33 of the Complaint.

17.

In response to paragraph 34 of the Complaint, ParkWest admits that at the

time of execution of the Wilder Contract ParkWest was not registered as a contractor as required
by the Idaho Contractor's Registration Act, but denies that it was not so registered at any time
following the commencement of construction of improvements to the Wilder Property, all of
which work occurred after the building permit was issued on May 18,2006.
18.

ParkWest admits the averments in paragraph 35 of the Complaint.

19.

ParkWest denies the averments in paragraphs 36 and 37 of the Complaint.
Affirmative Defenses

20.

The Trustee has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

2 1.

The Trustee is barred by the doctrines of estoppel, waiver, modification,

rescission, andlor abandonment based on the parties' relationship and course of dealing, and
ParkWest's reliance thereon, fiom enforcing the provisions in the parties' agreements providing
that any amendments to such agreements must be effected by a written change order.
22.

The Trustee's claims are subject to a setoff for the amount owed ParkWest

by reason of its counterclaims set forth below and incorporated herein by reference.
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Attorney Fees

23.

ParkWest has been required to engage legal counsel to defend it against

the claims made by Barnson and the Trustee and is therefore entitled to recover its reasonable
attorney fees incurred in such defense pursuant to the terms of the parties' agreements and Idaho
Code Sections 12-120, 12-121, andlor 48-608.
Prayer

WHEREFORE, ParkWest prays for judgment as follows:
1.

that the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and the Trustee take

nothing thereby;
2.

for an award of ParkWest's reasonable attorney fees and costs; and

3.

for such other and further relief as the Court may determine to be just and

proper.
11.

COUNTERCLAIM

Counterclaimant ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest") alleges as follows for its
counterclaims against PlaintiffICounterdefendant Jeremy J. Gugino, Trustee (the "Trustee"):
I

General Allegations

1.

Pursuant to Rule 7008(a) of the Bankruptcy Rules, ParkWest alleges that

this adversary proceeding is a core proceeding or, alternatively, that this adversary proceeding is
a non-core proceeding as to which the pleader consents to entry of final orders or judgments by
the bankruptcy judge. This adversary proceeding relates to the Chapter 7 case of In re Juli
Grace Barnson, Case No. 07-00573, filed in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District

of Idaho.
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2.

United States Bankruptcy Case No. 07-00573 was filed under Chapter 11

by Debtor Juli Grace Barnson ("Barnson") on April 13,2007, but converted to a case under
Chapter 7 on December 9,2007, shortly following which the Trustee was appointed to be the
trustee of Barnson's bankruptcy case and substituted as the real party in interest in the abovecaptioned adversary proceeding. (See Docket Nos. 17 and 19.)
3.

ParkWest, an Idaho limited liability company with its offices in Nampa,

Idaho, is a registered contractor engaged in the construction and sale of residential dwellings.
4.

ParkWest has the right and authority to bring these counterclaims as core

proceedings pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 157(b)(2) and Rule 7001 of the Bankruptcy Rules.
5.

Barnson owns and resides at that certain property having a street address

of 8142 S. Rafael Way, Boise, Idaho,. more particularly described as follows (the "Rafael
Property"):
Lot 28 in Block 6 of Carmichael Subdivision No. 2, according to
the plat thereof, filed in Book 90 of Plats at Pages 10487 through
10489, records of Ada County, Idaho.
6.

On or about January 21,2005, Barnson, as "Owner," and ParkWest, as

"Contractor," entered into a contract for ParkWest's construction of a two-story residence (the
"Rafael Residence") on the Rafael Property for the sum of $240,000. Thereafter, beginning prior
to the start of construction and continuing through the course of construction of the Rafael
Residence, Bamson requested that numerous upgrades and changes in the scope and the cost of
the work be performed, which ParkWest undertook to do based on the assurances of Barnson that
she would pay for such upgrades and additional work. Such requested changes, together with
Barnson's delay in making numerous decisions and selections reasonably required for the
construction work to progress, resulted in substantial increased costs to and work by ParkWest
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for which it is entitled to be paid by Bamson. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the parties'
construction contract, Barnson agreed to pay interest at the rate of 18% per annum on amounts
not paid within five days after request for payment was made. As a result of the foregoing
upgrades, changes, delays, and interest, Barnson owed ParkWest a sum in excess of $88,000.00
as of August 9,2006.

7.

Pursuant to the terms of the parties' construction contract, ParkWest was

required to include in the Rafael Residence a door for the shower in the master bathroom, which
Barnson did not select until late winter 2006 and which had to be specially ordered by ParkWest.
Said shower door was delivered in May 2006 and promptly installed in the Rafael Residence. A
receipt accepting and authorizing the installation of the shower door in the Rafael Residence by
Barnson on May 12,2006, is attached hereto as Exhibit A, which establishes the completion
date of the work on the Rafael Residence that was required to be done by the terms of the
parties' construction contract.
8.

Based on Barnson's failure to pay ParkWest for the foregoing referenced

upgrades, changes, delays, and interest with respect to the Rafael Residence, ParkWest filed with
the Ada County Recorder on August 9,2006, a Claim of Lien in the amount of $88,000.00, a
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. David Zawadzki, a member of ParkWest,
personally delivered a copy of the recorded Claim of Lien to Barnson at the Rafael Property
within one day of recordation.
9.

ParkWest filed suit in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada (Case No. CV OC 0702749), on February 9,
2007, to foreclose its lien on the Rafael Residence, which action remains stayed pursuant to 1i
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U.S.C.362. No party has yet filed a response to ParkWest's complaint nor served or responded
to any discovery in connection with such action.
10.

Barnson also owns that certain property having a street address of 28123

Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho, more particularly described as follows (the "Wilder Propertyy7):
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the
official plat thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official
Records of Canyon County, Idaho.
11.

On or about March 15,2006, Barnson, as "Owner," and ParkWest, as

"Contractor," entered into a contract for ParkWest's construction of a two-story residence (the
"Wilder Residence7') on the Wilder Property for the sum of $450,000. Thereafter, Barnson
requested that numerous upgrades and changes in the scope and the cost of the work be
performed, which ParkWest undertook to do based on the assurances of Barnson that she would
pay for such upgrades and additional work. Such requested changes, together with Barnson's
delay in making numerous decisions and selections reasonably required for the construction
work to progress, resulted in substantial increased costs to and work by ParkWest for which it is
entitled to be paid by Barnson. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the parties' construction
contract, Barnson agreed to pay interest at the rate of 18% per annum on amounts not paid within
five days after request for payment was made. As a result of the foregoing, including the
upgrades, changes, delays, and interest, Barnson owed ParkWest the approximate sum of
$189,117.99 as of November 1,2006.
12.

The Certificate of Occupancy for the Wilder Residence is attached hereto

as Exhibit C, which establishes November 1,2006, as the completion date of the work on the
Wilder Residence that was required to be done by the terms of the parties' construction contract.
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13.

Based on Barnson's failure to pay ParkWest for the foregoing referenced

work, upgrades, changes, delays, and interest with respect to the Wilder Residence, ParkWest
filed with the Canyon County Recorder on November 28,2006, a Claim of Lien in the amount of
$189,117.99 and mailed to Barnson by certified mail a copy of the recorded Claim of Lien on
November 30,2006. Copies of the referenced Claim of Lien and proof of receipt are attached
hereto as Exhibit D.
14.

ParkWest filed suit in the District Court of the Third Judicial District of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon (Case No. CV 07-8274), on August 7,2007,
to foreclose its lien on the Wilder Residence. Although relief from the automatic stay under 11

U.S.C.362 was granted by this Court on July 21,2007, no party has yet filed a response to
ParkWest's complaint nor served or responded to any discovery in connection with such action.
15.

ParkWest was registered as a contractor in accordance with the Idaho

Contractor Registration Act (Chapter 52, Title 54, Idaho Code) at all times it was required by
said act to be registered with respect to the construction of the Rafael Residence and the Wilder
Residence.
16.

All conditions precedent in the parties' agreements required to be

performed by ParkWest have been met or satisfied by ParkWest or are excused based on the
parties' relationship and course of dealing and ParkWest's reliance thereon.
Count I
(Breach of Contract - Rafael Property)
17.

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 9 and 15

through 16 of this Counterclaim.
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As a result of the alleged wronghl conduct, Barnson has breached the

18.

parties' contract for the construction of the Rafael Residence.
ParkWest is therefore entitled to judgment for all damages sustained by

19.

reason of the alleged breach in the amount to be established at trial, including special damages of
$6.00 for recording ParkWest's Claim of Lien, $200.00 for a litigation guarantee by Pioneer
Title Co., and $88.00 for state-court filing fees with respect to foreclosing ParkWest's lien on the
Rafael Property.
Count I1
(Quantum Meruit/Unjust Enrichment - Rafael Property)

20.

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 9 and 15

of this Counterclaim.
21.

As a result of the alleged failure to pay ParkWest for its improvement of

the Rafael Property, Barnson and the Trustee have been unjustly enriched.
22.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to judgment for the value of the

improvements made to the Rafael Property by ParkWest in the amount to be established at trial,
including special damages of $6.00 for recording ParkWest's Claim of Lien, $200.00 for a
litigation guarantee by Pioneer Title Co., and $88.00 for state-court filing fees with respect to
foreclosing ParkWestyslien on the Rafael Property.
Count I11
(Foreclosure of Lien - Rafael Property)

23.

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 9 and 15

through 22 of this Counterclaim.
24.

Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-505, Barnson's and the Trustee's

interests in the Rafael Property are junior to the interest of ParkWest and subject to foreclosure.
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ParkWest is therefore entitled to foreclose on the Rafael Property to

25.

satisfy its lien, together with recovering prejudgment interest thereon and its costs and attorney
fees.
Count IV
(Breach of Contract - Wilder Property)

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 4 and 10

26.

through 16 of this Counterclaim.
As a result of the alleged wrongful conduct, Barnson has breached the

27.

parties' contract for the construction of the Wilder Residence.
28.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to judgment for all damages sustained by

reason of the alleged breach in the amount to be established at trial, including special damages of
$6.00 for recording ParkWest's Claim of Lien, $875.00 for a litigation guarantee by Pioneer
Title Company-Nampa, and $88.00 for state-court filing fees with respect to foreclosing
ParkWest's lien on the Wilder Property.
Count V
(Quantum MeruitJUnjust Enrichment - Wilder Property)

29.

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 4 and 10

through 15 of this Counterclaim.
30.

As a result of the alleged failure to pay ParkWest for its improvement of

the Wilder Property, Barnson and the Trustee have been unjustly enriched.
3 1.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to judgment for the value of the

improvements made to the Wilder Property by ParkWest in the amount to be established at trial,
including special damages of $6.00 for recording ParkWest's Claim of Lien, $875.00 for a
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litigation guarantee by Pioneer Title Company-Nampa, and $88.00 for state-court filing fees with
respect to foreclosing ParkWest's lien on the Wilder Property.
Count VI
(Foreclosure of Lien - Boise Property)

32.

ParkWest hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 4, 10

through 16, and 26 through 3 1 of this Counterclaim.
33.

Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 45-505, Barnson's and the Trustee's

interests in the Wilder Property are junior to the interest of ParkWest and subject to foreclosure.
34.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to foreclose on the Wilder Property to

satisfy its lien, together with recovering prejudgment interest thereon and its costs and attorney
fees.
Attorney Fees

35.

ParkWest has been required to engage counsel to represent it in its claims

made against Barnson and the Trustee and is therefore entitled to recover its reasonable attorney
fees pursuant to the terms of the parties' agreements and Idaho Code Sections 12-120, 12-121,

Prayer

WHEREFORE, ParkWest prays for judgment as follows:
1.

that ParkWest be declared to have valid liens against the Rafael Property

and the Wilder Property in the amounts to be established at trial after the deduction of all just
offsets, credits, and payments, but not less than $88,000.00 in the Rafael Property and
$189,177.99 in the Wilder Property;
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2.

that it be declared by the Court that Barnson and the Trustee have only

such interests in the Rafael Property and the Wilder Property as are subsequent, junior, and
inferior to ParkWest's liens;
3.

that it be declared by the Court that Barnson and the Trustee be barred and

foreclosed of all right, title, interest, claim, or equity of redemption in or to the Rafael Property
and the Wilder Property;
4.

that a decree of foreclosure be entered for the sale of Barnson's and the

Trustee's interests in the Rafael Property and the Wilder Property by the Sheriffs of Ada County
and Canyon County, Idaho, as applicable, in accordance with applicable law and that the
proceeds of such sales be applied to satisfy ParkWest's liens and total judgment;
5.

that it be declared by the Court that ParkWest may become a purchaser at

the foreclosure sales of the Rafael Property and the Wilder Property and that the Sheriffs of Ada
County and Canyon County, Idaho, as applicable, execute deeds to ParkWest as purchaser;

6.

for a monetary judgment against Barnson and the bankruptcy estate for the

greater of ParkWest's damages as proven at trial or the amount of its liens in the Rafael Property
and the Wilder Property;
7.

for prejudgment interest, costs of perfecting and enforcing ParkWest's

liens, costs of suit, and attorney fees, all to the full extent allowed by law; and
8.

for such other and further relief as the Court may determine to be just and

proper.
111.

AFFIRMATION OF PENDING THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT
Because the third-party complaint of Third-Party Claimant ParkWest Homes LLC

("ParkWest"), filed October 24,2007 (Docket No. 5)' was included as a component of the same
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pleading as ParkWest's initial answer and counterclaim in this adversary case, as amended
hereinabove, and to insure that the foregoing amended answer and counterclaim are not
construed to constitute an abandonment of ParkWest's third-party claims, NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that ParkWest's aforesaid third-party complaint remains pending, alive, and unamended
by the filing of this pleading.

DATED this 1st day of February 2008.

/ ~ o b e r turns - Of the Firm

Attorneys for DefendantlCounterclaimantl
Third-Party Claimant ParkWest Homes
LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of February 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT, AMENDED
COUNTERCLAIM, AFFIRMATION OF PENDING THIRD-PARTY COMPLAINT to be
electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court using the CWECF system, which sent a Notice of
Electronic Filing to the following persons:
David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
300 West Myrtle Street, Suite 200
Post Office Box 837
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY
LLP
877 West Main Street, Suite 1000
Post Office 16 17
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829

(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

Juli Grace Barnson
8 142 South Rafael Way
Boise, Idaho 83709
Jeremy J. Gugino
CHAPTER
7 BANKRUPTCY
TRUSTEE
111 Broadway Avenue, Suite 133
PMB 222
Boise, Idaho 83705

50 U.S.Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(
(
(
(

) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
) Hand Delivered
) Overnight Mail
) Facsimile

/LfJRobert B. Bu s
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Work Order Number: 050100

r

JOB SITE:

Park West Homes LLC

Cannichael Subdivision
8 142 S. Rafael Way
Boise, Ada county, Idaho

8773 Quail Ridge Dr Suite 200
Nampa, I D 83686
208 46 1-6644

Lot 28 blk 6
Subcontractor

WO Type:

Change Order
BARNSN - 286CA.R - T~ICBrook Vallty/Barn
Thu May I1 ,2006

MasterBuilder Construction L . c
2422 12th Ave Rd., #327
Nampa ID 83686

Job:

Fioiab Accorot:

(436703-c

Phone:

Wo& :

Tub Enclosure

Daac Rcqucsitd:
Rough ACCOUOC:

.

Fax:

T b u Oc4 6,2005

W o r k Stad Date

Scheduled Completion Date

Tbu May 11,2006

Cootract Arnount (tax included)

S783.39

Installation o f Shower Door

______

__

IMPORTANT:Our order number must appear on all invoices. To submit your bill for payment: Attach your
invoice to a copy of this W O and have WO signed by S u p e r h ( e s d e n ~ ~ ~ ~We
e nwill
t .only he
paying the WO amount. Any additional cost MUST have a Change Work Order to receive payment for such.
PIeasc notify us immediately if you are unable to start the work by the date specified above.
In witness therefore, the Builder and the Subcontractor set their hands and seals, this being executed in duplicate,
each party retaining a copy.

by:
(seal)
BUiLDER/PROJECT MANAGER
by:

(seal)

SUBCONTRACTOR
APJROVED FOR PAYMENT By:

~~RMTENDENT

Printed 0511 1/06 a t 9:QOAM

date finished

EXHIBIT A

I of I

-. .... .' '.

08/09/08

10:02

FM

ADA COUNTY RECOROER J. P"'
BOISE UIAHO 08109106 OL2l
DEPUTY lonnit Oberbillig
RECOROED-REQUEST OF
Park West Homer

40~-~1'.)6749

1;

NAVARRO

2

IllIIIIlllllllllllMlllllllllI#
1111
106 127324
x

I
.

AMOUNl 6.00

;

Erlv

ROPICE IS GIVWI that

, the

undersigned l i e n clainarpt. claims a mech&c's
l i e n , purs-t
to ~ i t l c
4 5 , Chapter 5 , Idaho Code, on real property as follows:
1.
Lien clalmant is a
organired
p r t w d t . roIc pmid6rr@. &.)
and e x i s t i n g under the laws of Idaho with a business. address and
principal p l a o e o t buminess a t
1773 46;/C-;/IB/j;e/?
~ ? M J ?
2.
The name af the owner of the real property a *inat whose
interest l i e n claimant claims a l i e n i s ~ U / I

.

6cGrl$~r\
4

(kreaf wssmclruu~fildadat~

3.

The.nama.-of tho person w i t h whom the

~bn+ru-f--

( W U e t C -. )

-

.

was made by 1ien claimant urd pursuant t o which-the labor va5 perf o r r e d

and the materials were furnished is .Tuff f l d f l k ~ c J f i
4.
The contract made between l i e n c l a i m t md

bGjd

provided Lor liep claimant to

$+.

I-,

rssibr-e

1,

&c2s oa

.

d

(bddhrht lih: worrtcrirlr m u e t s b ~ )

During the t i m e when claimant w a s performing the cantrout,
l i e n claimant, w i t h the consent and a t the request of owner, perfogmed
or furnjshed materials a s follows:
5.

1

6.

A

sl-q15

f a ~ l J rcildlewce
~

'(Ocrcdhc lht !ahWaK *als

DC-L2961,

labor and/or materials was
/LZaq
7.

located

pidd]

he f i e s t i t e m of labor/rnatacials was

l i e n claimant on
on

rtn rttrrlly

/dtL

wffidk,d?

, 20-,

orov;drA

' bdW

bl

and t h y a a t i t e m o f
perf armed by Lien claimant

4plrt-4
20&.

he real . p r o er y on which lien claimant c l a i m a lien i s

S/Yi
~

(aAel

&?, . i l o ; s ~

/L)

and i g more particularly described as follows:

-

EXHIBIT B

1382 I.

rralitr &a4 i a ~ l ~
Cole Id., Soitc C t L i ~ rII
, 11144

a i m a meohanio'a

liea in and for the s m of

wr-s

( $ - 8 b ; 0 0 )0 , ~

plus interest aaaruing a t the rate of 12% pursuant to 28-20-104,

Code, from the date of

Idaho

,2006.

as t h e price o f the labor and materials performed and furnished by lien
claimant for improvement of the described real property, on the real
property and on the improvement. pursuant to T i t l e 45, Chapter S , Idaho

Coda.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF ADA

)
)

ss.

I , PAVI
Dz ~ ~ D ? &
;*IL-I ?@ri&~f H4ef, baing f i s s t duly sworn. deposk and
that I am the above named alaimant; that I have read the &or. and
foregoing claim and knows the contents thereof a d that the same is
t r u e ; and further, that I believe the same to be just. and that a l l just
say

credits and offsets have been

SUBSCRIBED AND Jv0R.R t o ha€ore ma thir
JANICE C. HANSON
NOTARY PUBLIC

day of

N&GYPublic for Idaho,
Residing at Boise, Idaho.

2

I EQWtY CERTIFY hat service
the within and foregoing CW~Y
Ob
LIEN w a s m a d e this S&
day of
u~vsf
2OdG, by mailing
a true and correct copy thereof, by the U.8. Wail, Certified poatnue

.

prepaid, to the following party:

Claim

Oualitr
m m ~
e 8 lob, I) ~m
Telephaat: (1011 111-12n

0 0 8 I.Colt t d . , S U ~ L

000090

. ...

.~$3-02-2006

1 1 :54pa

F fom-CM~Of'

rTY DEVELOPMNT SERVICES MPT

t208 454 66

1-106

Canyon County
Development Services Department
Certificate of Occupancy

F-$17

Occupancy Issued:

1- 1- -/I- -12006

Building 454-7460

Zoning 454-7454

Tracking Number: 8P2006-401

CCcenOC.srw

Parcel:

Owner:
Julie Bamson

P001/001

Voice

28123 Silo Way, Wader. I0 83676
Parcel # :1337214- 103
Sec: 29
Twn: 4N
Range:SW
Sub: Riverbend Subdivision
lot(s): q
Block: 1

Project Info:

Auto Sprinkler: N o
OCCGroup: R-3/U
Occ Load:

P i Value: $194.323.00
Item No: 101 Single Family Res
Pri Type: New
Occ Type: Residential / Garage

Cnstr Type: VB
Zoning: A

Project Notes:

Code Editim: 2003 IRC
Two stow with emineeted tall walk. APA aaraae fronts. 384 s-f.bonus room over qaraoe. 173 s.f. covered oorch. Fmaf
SWOH is in office.

Zoning Condition(s) that have been completed:
Find SWOH Permit required in office or verified by inspeclor before final.

Propeny owner is responsible lor identification of all properly boundaries to measure setbacks trom. StWures musl be
at least sevenfy (70)) feet from a section h e or quarter-section line. unless approved otherwise by the highway distdcr
having jurisdiction.
Address numbers must be iliuminafed or reflective and displayed on the resideme, at the driveway entrance and a1 the
approach to the public road.

Driveway to be constructed prior to final inspection.
By signing this certificate the applicant understands hat Fire Oistricts may require spfinkler fire suppfessim for inhabited
structures over 3600 sq fi.
--

--- -

-

-

This structure or podion thereof, has been inspected lor compliance with he Canyon County Building Code Ordinance for
building conslructim and use. This structure or porlion thereof, has been inspectedfor compliance with the Canyon
County Zoning Ordinance for land use. The issuance 01 a CertificateOf Occupancy shall not be construed as an approval
of a violation of the provisions of this code or of other ordinances of this jurisdiction.
17

~uTd*g Offie(al/Inspector:

EXHIBIT C
080091

Abovo Spa- for Roconla's Use

Mecmc's LIEN
The undersigned PvLWut Homes, claimant deims a mechanic's lien upon the following daribed d
property in Canyom County, Wilder, Idabo,
Lot 4 la Block 1of Rllrerbcnd SubdCvir~o~,
according to lbe oMcW plat thereof, llkd In Book 3Q of
Plnb at Page 2, OfBcfel Records of Canyon Couoty Idabo.
Tba sum ofOne b a o d d and eighty-uoe tbous~rdone b a a d d aod seveoteen dollan and nlaetyd o e a m b (S189.117.99) pgelhcr with inbmst crlcuhted at the rde dEigh(eerr percat per year h
November 1" 2006 is due claimant for thc following labor and materials h i s h e d by the clahmt:.
General Description of the Work and Materiala FuraLbed

I

I

Conuhctionof a single fnmily residunce

Claimant furnished the wodc and mnlqn'als st Lhc quest of, or under conhact with Juli G.Bamson
The owner and rcputsd o w n m of the property am Julie G. Banuoa

ParkWeet Homa
W a o y Name

David Zaw&ki
Auiborlmd Repnocolatin of Sald Company

V~CATIOU:
I, the undersigned, say: f un the Authorized R~prescmtatiwo f the claimant of the foregoing mmhanic'a
liea; I have 14
mid mechattic's licm and b o w the conttntl, t h m C the same is trw of my knowledge.

I declare under pmnlty of perjury Lhat Iba fomgoiog is truo and coned
Novmbe~

.

2006, d Nampq Idaha

Wmmm tho hands and saal of said Granton this
3

5

.

,a N o y M i c in and for said Countyud State, h d y s e f i f y ~ a personally known to me (or pmved to me on the basis on sdsfactory evidence)
to bc tho person(s) whoso name(s) islm subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me thnt
he/shc/thoy executed the same voluntarity on the day the same beam date.
r\

JANICE C.HANSON
NOTARY PUOL
STATE C,F !UAt I( ?

EXHIBIT D

WrnvEsS my hand and o f k i d sal.
Sbta o f

2

JANICE C.HANSON
NOTARY PUBLIC

L
t a D1. x ~ \ o
MYCommi$ion
Expires

Initlaled by: (hvncr-

.-

000093

Contractor

-

Date: 07130/2007

NICK ZAWADZKI:
The following is in response to your 07/3012007 request for delivery information on your
Certified item number 7006 0100 0003 7810 3239. The delivery record shows that this item
was delivered on 1211112006 at 08:05 AM in BOISE, 10 83709. The scanned image of the
recipient information is provided below.

Signature of Recipient:
/

_.__-

Address of Recipient:

Thank you for selecting the Postal Service for your mailing needs. Ifyou require additional
assistance, please contact your local Post Office or postal representative.

Sincerely,
United Stales Postal Service

$2.40
R a a m ~ h .

0
0

Poftmn

R..lr(d.dodhyfba

FdmMn(fwlhq

I 4

-0

0
0

TO

'w-w--&,----..--------------.-..---.-----..--.-----------------OrPOBorNO.

.----------------.-------..--.---.------...._._.-_____
cay. s w . a p e 4

i=

I IL
..

Fa*

Robert B. Bums, ISB No. 3744
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.com
23-095.1
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV 07-8274
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSE LIEN

Plaintiff,
VS.
JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC ( W a
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendants.

I

Plaintiff ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest"), as its complaint in this action,
alleges as follows:

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
TO FORECLOSE LIEN - 1

008095

P.M.

1.

ParkWest, an Idaho limited liability company with its offices in Nampa,

Idaho, is a registered contractor engaged in the construction and sale of residential dwellings.

2.

Defendant Julie G. Barnson ("Barnson"), an unmarried woman, owns that

certain real property that is the subject of this action, which has a street address of 28123 Silo
Way, Wilder, Idaho, and is more particularly described as follows (the "Property"):
Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to the
official plat thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official
Records of Canyon County, Idaho.

3.

Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., a Delaware

corporation ("MERS"), as nominee for Homecomings Financial, LLC (VWa Homecomings
Financial Network, Inc.), a Delaware limited liability company, is the beneficiary under two
deeds of trust secured by the Property: the first recorded November 14,2006, by the Canyon
County Recorder as Instrument No. 200690998 and the second recorded November 14,2006, by
the Canyon County Recorder as Instrument No. 200690999 (jointly, the "MERS Deeds of
Trust").
4.

Does 1-10 are unknown parties as may be discovered holding an interest

in the MERS Deeds of Trust andlor the Property, which Plaintiff reserves the right to add as
additional named defendants if and when their names and interests may be discovered.
5.

This Court has jurisdiction over all parties to this action pursuant to Idaho

Code tj 5-5 14, and the amount in controversy exceeds the jurisdictional minimum requirement of
$10,000. Venue is properly in Canyon County, Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Code tj 5-401.
6.

On or about March 15, 2006, Barnson, as "Owner," and ParkWest, as

"Contractor," entered into a contract for ParkWest's construction of a two-story residence (the
"Residence") on the Property for the sum of $450,000. Thereafter, Barnson requested that

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
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numerous upgrades and changes in the scope and the cost of the work be performed, which
ParkWest undertook to do based on the assurances of Barnson that she would pay for such
upgrades and additional work. Such requested changes, together with Barnson's delay in making
numerous decisions and selections reasonably required for the construction work to progress,
resulted in substantial increased costs to and work by ParkWest for which it is entitled to be paid
by Barnson. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the parties' construction contract, Barnson
agreed to pay interest at the rate of 18% per annum on amounts not paid within five days after
request for payment was made. As a result of the foregoing, ParkWest reasonably estimated and
believed that Barnson owed ParkWest the approximate sum of $189,117.99 as of November 1,
2006.
7.

The Certificate of Occupancy for the Constructed Residence is attached

hereto as Exhibit A, which establishes November 1,2006, as the completion date of the work on
the Residence that was required to be done by the terms of the parties' construction contract.
8.

Based on Barnson's failure to pay ParkWest for the foregoing referenced

work, upgrades, changes, delays, and interest, ParkWest filed with the Canyon County Recorder
on November 28, 2006, a Claim of Lien in the amount of $189,117.99 and mailed to Barnson by
certified mail a copy of the recorded Claim of Lien on November 30,2006. Copies of the
referenced Claim of Lien and proof of receipt are attached hereto as Exhibit B.
9.

On April 13,2007, Barnson filed a Chapter 11 petition in bankruptcy, and

on July 2 1, 2007, the bankruptcy court granted ParkWest relief from the automatic stay to
foreclose its lien rights against the Property. Thereafter, however, the Court in this action filed
an order on February 27,2008, staying all proceedings through the date the United States
Bankruptcy Court dismissed Barnson's bankruptcy case, which occurred on August 1,2008.
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10.

Because, among other reasons, ParkWest was not provided until after this

action was filed with documentation establishing Barnson's execution of a contract amendment
she had requested reducing the contract sum to $422,000 or with the amounts paid on
ParkWest's behalf by Barnson's construction lender to subcontractors, materialmen, or others
with respect to the Residence, ParkWest had no way of determining the actual amount owed by
Barnson to ParkWest for its construction of the Residence prior to the time it filed its Claim of
Lien. However, based on discovery undertaken and documentation obtained by ParkWest in the
bankruptcy proceedings, Barnson owed ParkWest the sum of $141,208.39 as of November 1,
2006.
11.

ParkWest has incurred $6.00 for recording the Claim of Lien and $875.00

for a litigation guarantee by Pioneer Title Company-Nampa in order to set forth all the parties
having an interest in the Property as named in this complaint, for which costs ParkWest is
entitled to be reimbursed. Additionally, pursuant to Idaho Code 9 45-513, ParkWest is entitled
to recover its filing fees in the amount of $88.00 and reasonable attorney fees, which are in the
amount of $33,000.00 in the event this complaint is uncontested and goes by default, and
otherwise such additional sum as may be awarded by the Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e).
12.

Pursuant to Idaho Code tj 45-505, Barnson's interest in the Property is

junior to the interest of ParkWest and therefore subject to foreclosure.
13.

Pursuant to Idaho Code 8 5 45-506 and 45-5 12, the liens of the MERS

Deed of Trust and MERS against the Property are junior to the lien of ParkWest.
14.

ParkWest is therefore entitled to foreclosure the Property to satisfy its lien,

together with recovering prejudgment interest thereon and its costs and attorney fees.
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PRAYER
WHEREFORE, ParkWest prays for judgment as follows:
1.

for a decree that ParkWest has a valid lien against the Property in the

amount of $141,208.39, after the deduction of all just offsets, credits, and payments;

2.

for a decree that all defendants in this action, and all persons claiming now

or in the future under, by, or through any defendant, have only such interests in the Property as
are subsequent, junior, and inferior to ParkWest's lien;

3.

for a decree by the Court that the defendants, and each of them, and all

persons claiming now or in the future under, by, or through any defendant, be barred and
foreclosed of all right, title, interest, claim, or equity of redemption in or to the Property;
4.

for a decree of foreclosure with respect to the sale of the Property by the

Sheriff of Canyon County, Idaho, in accordance with applicable law, and ordering that the
proceeds of said sale be applied to satisfy Plaintiffs lien and total judgment;

5.

for a decree that any party to this action may become a purchaser at the

foreclosure sale of the Property and that the Sheriff execute a deed to said purchaser or
purchasers, who shall be allowed possession of the Property upon production of said Sheriffs
deed, certificate of sale, or bill of sale;
6.

for the costs of perfecting and enforcing ParkWest's lien, costs of suit, and

reasonable attorney fees, which are in the amount of $33,000.00 in the event this complaint is
uncontested and goes by default, to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the
Property; and

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT
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7.

for prejudgment interest from November 28,2006, at the rate provided

under the contract for construction of the Residence or, alternatively, by Idaho Code
28-22-104(1), to be recovered solely out of the proceeds from the sale of the Property.

DATED this

3 r d day of September 2008.

' Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of September 2007,I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSURE LIEN to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
300 West Myrtle, Suite 200
Post Office Box 837
Boise, Idaho 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY
LLP
877 W. Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

/L&
Robert B. Mums
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DEVELOPKNT SERVICES DEPT
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Canyon County
Development Services Department
Certificate of Occupancy
Zoning 454-7454

POOllODl

I-917

Occupancy Issued:

1 1M 12006

Building 454-7460

CCcertOC.srw

Tracking Number: BP2006-401
Parcel:

Owner:
Julie Bamson

Voice

28123 Silo Way, Wilder, ID 83676
Parcel # :R37214-103
Sec:29
Twn: 4N
Range:5W
Sub: Riverbend Subdivision
Lot@): 4
Block: 1

Proiect Info:
Auto Sprinkler:

Pri Vabe: $194.323.00
Item No: 101 Smgle Family Res
Prj Type: New
Occ Type; Residential 1 Garage

No

Occ Group: R-3/U
Occ Load:

Cnstr Type: VB
Zoning: A
Project Notes:
Code Edition: 2003 IRC
Two stow with enqineered tall walls. APA claraQe fronts. 384 s.f. bonus room over aaraqe. 173 s.f. cwered w c h . Fmal
SWDH is in oflice.

Zoning Condition(s) that have been completed:
Find

SWDH Permit required in oftice or verified by inspector before final.

Propetty owner is responsible for identification of all properly boundaries to measure setbacks from. Structures must be
at lead seventy (70)) feet from a section h e or quarter-section line. unless approved otherwise by the highway district
having jurisdiction.
Address numbers must be illuminaled or reflective and displayed on the residence, at the driveway entrance and af the
approach to the public road.
Driveway to be constructed prior to final inspection.

By signing this certificate the applicant understands lhat Fire Districts may require sprinkler fire suppression for inhabited
structures over 3600 sq fl.

This structure or portion thereof, has been inspected for compliance with the Canyon County Building Code Ordinance for
building construction and use. This structure or portion thereof, has been inspected for cornprince with the Canyon
County Zoning Ordinance for land use. The issuance of a Ceriifiite of Occupancy shall not be construed as an appfoval
of a violation of the provisions of this code or of other ordinances of this jurisdiction.
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EXHIBIT A
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The undersigcd ParkWest Homes, claimant claims a mechanic's lien upon the following descriw real
property in Canyon County, Wilder, Idaho,
t o t 4 la Block 1 of Rlvcrbend S ~ ~ b d M s l according
o~,
tO tbe officW plat tbereot, W k b k 34 of
Plab at Page 2, OfBda)Records of Cooyon County Idebo.
Tbe sum of Ooe bo~dredand elgbty-ai~et b o ~ one
~ db o ~ d r w~d
l seveoteeo dollars aad nime*
d o e a n Q (S189.117.99) logclhet with interest calculsLed st the rate of Eighteea p e m t per year fiwo
November 1' 2006 is duo clsimant for Ihc fol~owinglsbor and nmcrbh furnished by the claimaot.

Gentrnl Dtseription of tbe Work and Materials Furnished

I

Coesbuctioo of a single femily residence

C

w

t M s h t d the work md matorids at the q u e s t of, or under contract witb Juli G. B m n

?be owner and reputed owners of the property am Julie G . Bnmsoo

ParlrWeat Homes

-

David ZaAutborlosd R e p r u m w i n of Sald Company

CompW Mm.ne

v-CATION:
I, the wd#si&

say: I am tbe Authorized R e p d o of the claimant of tbe foregobg mechanic's
lien; I bave mad said mechanic's lion and know the contents thereof, bre same is trw of my bowledge.

I declare under ponalty of perjury rhat Ute foregoing is true and correct.
November ,
2006, at Nampa, Idaho.

.-

m the hands and seal of said Granton this

W

I,

AP

day of' n b \ k u \ d .20&

h CI&,JILL
c .ab - 5 0 ~ .a Notmy Public in and for said County and S m ,hmby c e , . t j ~t l u ~-

-3

.b-.
h r\ . m a ,b
.Lqpersonally known to me (or proved to me on t he basis on satisfactory cvidenw)

to be tho pemn(s) whoso aame(s) idart subscribed to the within instrument md acknowledged to me that
he/she/thay executed the sama voiunterily on the dny the same bears date.

JANICE C. HANSON
NOTARY PUSLIT:

STATE GF !UAtl( 1

EXHIBIT B

I

I

WITNESS my h4Dd aod officid seal.

f

NOTARY PUBLIC

L

.
r
.
5

-?c-

---%

a.ox~\~

My Comm' ion Expires )

loidal4 by: Owner-

-

-

Contrsc~or

Date: 07/30/2007
NICK ZAWADZKI:
The following is in response to your 07130/2007 request for delivery information on your
Certified item number 7006 0100 0001 7810 3239. The delivery record shows that this item
was delivered on 1211112006 at 08:05 AM in BOISE, ID 83709. The scanned image of the
recipient information is provided below.

Signature of Recipient:

/&&-

Address of Recipient:

4IYa

/

A4-P-

Thank you for selecting the Postal Service for your mailing needs. If you require additional
assistance, please contact your local Post Office or postal representative.

Sincerely,
United States Postal Service

PosmoL

t)

a Resblcted Delivery Fee
C3 (EndasememRequked)
fi
3
0 SentTo
0

--K------.-----.----------------------------.---.-------------.
a;

OrPO~No.

Robert B. Bums, ISB No. 3744
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.com
23095.0001
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV 07-8274

Plaintiff,

DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
JULIE G. BARNSON ONLY

VS.

JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (UWa
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendants.
--

I

THIS MATTER having come before the Court wherein: (a) Plaintiff ParkWest
Homes LLC ("ParkWest") filed (i) its Verified Complaint to Foreclose Lien on August 7, 2007,

DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
JULIE G. BARNSON ONLY 1

-

(ii) its First Amended Verified Complaint to Foreclose Lien on September 12,2007, and (iii) its
Second Amended Complaint to Foreclose Lien on September 4,2008 (the "SAC"); (b) attorney
David E. Wishney filed a notice of appearance on behalf of Defendant Julie G. Bamson
("Barnson") dated August 3 1,2007; (c) counsel for ParkWest and Barnson have now filed on
behalf of their respective clients a Stipulation for Entry of Default Judgment, by which, inter
cilia, Barnson consented to the filing of the SAC and the entry of default judgment in ParkWest's

favor against Barnson, provided no award for damages was taken against Barnson personally;
and (d) by reason of the foregoing matters, ParkWest is entitled to judgment against Barnson as
requested in the SAC;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND
DECREED as follows:
1.

For purposes of this Judgment, and when referred to hereafter, the term

"Property" shall mean that certain real property located at 28123 Silo Way, Wilder, Idaho, and
more particularly described as follows: Lot 4 in Block 1 of Riverbend Subdivision, according to
the official plat thereof, filed in Book 34 of Plats at Page 2, Official Records of Canyon County,
Idaho.
2.

ParkWest shall have judgment against Barnson to the extent of her interest

in the Property, but not personally, for the following amounts as pled in the SAC: $141,208.39
for the amount owed to ParkWest as of November 28,2006, with respect to its construction of
improvements to the Property; prejudgment interest at the agreed rate of 18% per annum, or
$69.64 per diem, from November 28,2006, through the date of entry of this Judgment; and

$33,000.00 for the costs of perfecting and enforcing ParkWest's lien, costs of suit, and
reasonable attorney fees.

DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
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3.

Jurisdiction over this cause is hereby expressly reserved and retained for

the purpose of making such further orders as may be necessary in order to carry this Judgment
into effect and as may be necessary or desirable.
4.

This Judgment shall be considered to be a final judgment against Bamson

and is intended to constitute the final judgment against her in this action.
DATED this.

2,day of
District Judge

DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of September 2008, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST JULIE G. BARNSON
ONLY to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY
LLP
877 W. Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829
David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749

DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
JULIE G. BARNSON ONLY 4
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(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '1 day of
2008, I
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST
JULIE G. BARNSON ONLY to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:

Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY
LLP
877 W. Main St., Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701- 1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829
David E. Wishney
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
ATTORNEY
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749
Robert B. Bums
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 385-5384

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

,

' ' , b/

BY vf 1 ,,- 5 / 1 4 0 L W
Deputy led
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n u v - L v - ~ V~L~: JoY

rm morracc lnomas ,3083855364

Robert B. Burns, ISB No. 3744
MOFPAIT,THOMAS,
BARWIT, ROCK&

FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Officc Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.com
23-095.0001
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE THLRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

PARKWEST HOMES LLC,an Idaho limited
liability company,

Case No. CV 07-8274

II

Plaintiff,
VS.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID 7,AWADZKI

JULIE G.BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, LNC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (ma
Hoillecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendants.

-
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.

1

County of Ada

I, DAVD ZAWADZKI,being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as

follows:

I.

I am a member of ParkWest Woines LLC ("PorkWcst"), the plaintiff in the

above-captioned action, and make thc stateinents set forth herein based on nly own personal
knowledge.
2.

I was personally in charge of nlanaging all work performed by ParkWest

in connection with its construction of the in-lprovementsto the property referenced in the Claiin
of Lien (the "Property") attached as Exhibit B to the Second Anlendcd Complauit to Foreclose
Lien (the "SAC") filcd in this action.

3.

ParkWest (a) was first registered as a contractor by the State of Idaho on

May 2,2006, (b) obtained a building pem~itto construct the improvements to the Property on
May 18,2006, and (c) performed its first work in constructing said improvements and in the
performance of the contract with respect to such collstruction, as referenced in paragraph 6 of the
SAC (the "Contract"), on May 22,2006.
4.

-

No coinpensation - nor a single penny is being sought in this action for

any work or other acts pelformed in coilnection with either the constructioil of the improvements
to the Property and/or the perfomlance of the Contract wllich were undertaken prior to
ParkWest's regiseation as a contractor by the State of Idaho on May 2,2006.
DATED: November 7,2008

-

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAWADZKI 2
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 7th dtl of November, 2008,

LC&-

1

Residing at Boise, I
D

_

My Commission Expircs / 2 -3

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAWADZKI -. 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTLFY that on this 10th clay of November, 2008,I caused a true
and correct copy of Ulc foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAWADZKJ to be served by the
mcthod indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Stephen C . Hardesty
Ryan T.McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNTS
& HAWLEY
LLP
877 W.Main St., Ste. 1000
P.O.Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829

David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAw
300 W.Myrtle,Ste. 200
P.O.Box 837
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749

( ) U.S.Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered

( ) Overnight Mail

(X)Facsimile

( ) U.S.Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
(X) Facsimile

-
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JAN 0 6 2009
CANYON COUNTf C
m
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
CASE NO. CV-2007-8274

vs.
JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried
woman; MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fIWa
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.),
a Delaware limited liability company, and DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

1
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
DEFENDANT MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC.'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

This is a civil action involving a construction contract for a residence. For the
reasons set out below, the court grants the motion for summary judgment of Defendant
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC. (MERS).
1.

FACTS AND PROCEDURE
This case arises out of a contract between Plaintiff PARKWEST HOMES, LLC,
(PARKWEST) and Defendant JULIE BARNSON (BARNSON), requiring PARKWEST to
construct a residence for BARNSON. At the time of the contract, BARNSON had a
romantic relationship David Zawadzki, a member of PARKWEST.

Following

construction of the home, PARKWEST filed a mechanic's lien on the property.

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1

On August 7, 2007, PARKWEST filed its VERIFIED COMPLAINT TO
FORECLOSE LIEN and on September 12, 2007, it filed its FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE LIEN.

However, on February 27, 2008, this court

issued an ORDER STAYING PROCEEDINGS based on the stipulation of the parties
due to the pending bankruptcy proceedings of BARNSON. Exhibit B to the Verified
Complaint shows a Mechanic's Lien on behalf of PARKWEST signed by Zawadzki with
the following verification:
I, the undersigned, say: I am the Authorized Representative
of the claimant of the foregoing mechanic's lien; I have read
said mechanic's lien and know the contents thereof; the
same is true of my knowledge.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct.
Executed this 28th day of November, 2006, at Nampa,
Idaho.

Thereafter, a signature appears, and the notary's certification that follows it
claims the signature belongs to David Zawadzki.

The notary's certification, however,

does not contain the suggested language of Idaho Code § 51-109, as set out in footnote
2, post. Instead, it contains the following language:
I, Janice C. Hanson, a Notary Public in and for said County
[which is set out below the certification as Canyon County
and Idaho, respectively], hereby certify that David M.
Zawadski [sic], personally known to me (or proved to me on
the basis on satisfactory evidence) to be the person(s)
whose name(s) islare subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the
same voluntarily on the day the same bears date.

Following this, Janice Hanson signs and dates the certification, affixing an ink
representation of her "seal."
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2

On September 4, 2008, PARKWEST filed a MOTION TO FILE A SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT. MERS did not object. Thereafter, on September 29, 2008,
PARKWEST filed a STIPULATION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT.
BARNSON did not object to the filing of the SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT or the
default. This technique allowed the entry of default judgment against BARNSON, thus
further allowing PARKWEST to take immediate control of the property. The technique
also released any counterclaims BARNSON may have had against PARWEST. In
addition, the stipulation released BARNSON from any personal liability.

However,

MERS did not participate in the latter stipulation.
MERS filed its MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on October 2, 2008,
along with the AFFIDAVIT OF RYAN MCFARLAND. On October 6, 2008, PARKWEST
filed the SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE LIEN. This court signed
the DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST JULIE G. BARNSON on October 2, 2008, with
the filing of the default judgment happening on October 7, 2008.
PARKWEST filed its MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MERS MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT and AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID ZAWDZKI on November 2,
2008. MERS filed its REPLY on November 17, 2008. The court heard oral argument
on November 24,2008.
MERS also sets out undisputed relevant facts in its Reply to Plaintiffs
Memorandum, which this court adopts, namely:
On March 15, 2006, PARKWEST contracted with BARNSON to build a $422,000
residence on the real property before this court.
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 3

During the time the parties negotiated and signed the contract for construction on
the property, PARKWEST had not registered under the ldaho Contractor
Registration Act pursuant to ldaho Code §§ 54-5201, et seq.
PARKWEST further failed to make the disclosures required by Idaho's
mechanic's lien statute (i.e., ldaho Code

5

45-525) before entering into the

contract for construction with BARNSON.
MERS comprises the beneficiary under the MERS Deeds of Trust, duly recorded
in the official records of Canyon County on November 14,2006.
On November 28, 2006, PARKWEST filed its purported lien against the property
in question, asserting its right to payment for $189,117.99.
II.

ANALYSIS
A. SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTIONS IN GENERAL

Most ldaho attorneys know the summary judgment mantra by heart: summary
judgment is appropriate where the pleadings, depositions, admissions, and affidavits on
file show there is no genuine issue of material fact, and the moving party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c); Northwest Bec-Corp v. Home Living Sen/.,
136 ldaho 835, 838, 41 P.3d 263, 266 (2002); City of ldaho Falls v. Home Indemnity
Co., 126 ldaho 604, 606, 888 P.2d 383, 386 (1995); Vickers v. Hanover Const. Co., 125

ldaho 832, 834, 875 p.2d 929, 931 (1994). Through the summary judgment technique,
then, courts view all facts and inferences from the record in favor of the nonmoving
party. Read v. Harvey, 141 ldaho 497, 499, 112 P.3d 785, 787 (2005), reh'g denied.
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4

This means the moving party has the burden of proving the absence of genuine issue of
material fact. I.R.C.P. 56(e); Otthman v. ldaho Power, 130 ldaho 597, 600, 944 P.2d
1360, 1363 (1997). See also, G&M Farms v. Funk lmgation Co., 119 ldaho 514, 517,
808 P.2d 851, 854 (1991). This is an important consideration since courts liberally
construe all controverted facts in favor of the party opposing the summary judgment.
Mallonee v. State, 139 ldaho 615, 618, 84 P.3d 551, 554 (2004). Thus, if reasonable
minds might come to different conclusions, the court should deny the motion on
summary judgment as inappropriate because a genuine issue of material fact exists.
Samuel V. Hepworth, Nungester, & Lezamiz, lnc., 134 ldaho 84, 87, 966 P.2d 303,306
(2000).
Nevertheless, while the court must liberally construe the facts and inferences
contained in the existing record in favor of the party opposing the motion, still, to
withstand a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party must anchor its case
in something beyond speculation. This means a mere scintilla of evidence does
create a genuine issue.

not

Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester, & Lezamiz, Inc., supra;

Edwards v. Conchemco Inc., 111 ldaho 851,853,727 P.2d 1279,1281 (Ct. App. 1986).
Accordingly, the party opposing the motion for summary judgment may not simply rest
on allegations contained in the pleadings; rather, the non-moving party must produce
evidence by way of affidavit or deposition in order to contradict the assertions of the
moving party. Herman Ex. Rel. Herman v. Herman, 136 ldaho 781, 784,41 P.3d 209,
212 (2002); D.A.R. Inc. v. Sheffer, 134 ldaho 141, 144, 997 P.2d 602, 605 (2000);
Ambrose v. Buhl School Dist. #12, 126 ldaho 581, 584, 887 P.2d 1088, 1091 (Ct. App.
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 5

1994).
I

"Bare assertions that an issue of fact exists, in the face of particular facts

alleged by a movant, are not sufficient to create a genuine issue of fact." Cafes v.
Albertson's Inc., 126 ldaho 1030, 1033, 895 P.2d 1223, 1226 (1995); Farm Credit Bank

1

of Spokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho 270, 274, 869 P.2d 1365, 1369 (1994). In other
words, the non-movant's response "must set forth specific facts showing there is a
genuine issue for trial." Id. (Emphasis supplied.)
B. THE BASIS OF MERS' MOTION

MERS moves for summary judgment on three grounds.

First, MERS asserts

that PARKWEST'S claim of lien is invalid on its face because it does not contain
verification. Second, MERS notes that PARKWEST admits it was not registered under
the ldaho Contractor Registration Act when it entered into the construction contract
giving rise to the lien. Finally, MERS asserts that because PARKWEST admits it failed
to make the required disclosures prior to entering the contract, which makes the
contract void, and, which in turn, makes the lien void.

1. Verification
MERS asks the court to invalidate the lien at issue for lack of proper verification
required pursuant to ldaho Code

3 45-507.'

Specifically, MERS takes issue with

1

(1) Any person claiming a lien pursuant to the provisions of this chapter must file a claim for record with
the county recorder for the county in which such property or some part thereof is situated.
(2) The claim shall be filed within ninety (90) days after the completion of the labor or services,
or furnishing of materials.
(3) The claim shall contain:
(a) A statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets;
(b) The name of the owner, or reputed owner, if known;
(c) The name of the person by whom he was employed or to whom he furnished the
materials; and
(d) A description of the property to be charged with the lien, sufficient for identification.
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whether PARKWEST met the requirements of subsection (4) set out in footnote 1.
MERS avers that if a lien lacks the language "believes the claim of lien to be just," such
lien fails and any purported lienholder may not enforce it. MERS further asserts that
failing to follow the requirements of ldaho Code 3 51-109, as it applies to verifications by
corporations, renders the purported lien, invalid.

MERS informs the court that

verification is not the acknowledgment defined by ldaho Code

3 55-710. Put another

way, MERS contends that while the lien may contain an "acknowledgement," it does not
contain a proper corporate verification, as set out below.2
--

(4) Such claim must be verified by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect
that the affiant believes the same to be just.
(5) A true and correct copy of the claim of lien shall be served on the owner or reputed owner
of the property either by delivering a copy thereof to the owner or reputed owner personally or by
mailing a copy thereof by certified mail to the owner or reputed owner at his last known address.
Such delivery or mailing shall be made no later than five (5) business days following the filing of
said claim of lien.
51-109. Forms for notarial acts.
(1) Certificates of acknowledarnent shall substantiallv conform to the forms set forth in sections 55-710
through 55-715, ldaho Code.
(2) An oath or affirmation, which is in writing, shall be signed by the person who takes it, and the notary
public shall enter thereunder substantially the following:

"State of ldaho

)
) SS.
)

County of .....
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this ..... day of ..........,
.....................official signature and seal)"
(3) An oath or affirmation administered verbally by a notary public shall be in substantially the following
form:
"You do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the testimony you shall give in the matter in issue shall be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
The person who takes the oath or affirmation must respond affirmatively.
(4) A certificate of verification of an instrument shall follow the maker's signature and shall identify the
notary public and certify that the maker personally appeared, was sworn, stated his authority for making
the instrument, and averred the truth of the statements therein. For example, the verification of a
corporate document bv an officer of the corporation should be in substantiallv the follow in^ form:
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Ironically, it is not as though Idaho's appellate courts have not construed these
statutes-they

have. The most recent decision involves ldaho Code § 45-507. Earlier

cases exist, as well. The "take away" from the cases amounts to this: the statutes
contain clear language; they say what they mean, and they mean what they say.
For example, in BMC West Cop. v. Hohley, 144 ldaho 890, 174 P.3d 399
(2007), the ldaho Supreme Court affirmed the district court's grant of summary
judgment and foreclosure of a lien on materials supplied by BMC West for construction.
There, BMC West had provided supplies to the contractor on an open account to
construct two buildings in Rexburg, Idaho, for Horkley. Because the contractor did not
fully pay for the materials supplied, pursuant to ldaho Code

3s

45-501 and 45-505,

BMC filed liens on the land upon which the buildings were situated, as well as the
buildings. The contractor, in charging Horkley for supplies, separated those supplies
purchased from BMC West and those supplied by others. After BMC filed its claim for
lien and foreclosure, it moved for summary judgment, which the trial court granted.
Horkley defended on a number of theories, all of which our Supreme Court
knocked down. The theory most relevant to the matter before this court dealt with
BMC1s"agent" simply typing her name, rather than signing it, to satisfy the demands of
"State of ldaho

1
) ss.

Countv of ..... 1
1. .....................a notaw Dublic, do herebv certifv that on this ..... dav of ................. ~ersonallva ~ ~ e a r e d
............ of
before me .............. who, beinq bv me first dulv sworn, declared that he is the
.......................... that he sianed the foreaoinq document as .......... of the corporation, and that the
statements therein contained are true.
....................(official siqnature and seal)"

(8)

On each notary certificate, the notary public shall immediately following his signature state the date of
the expiration of his commission in substantially the following form: "My commission expires on ..............,
....." (Emphasis supplied).
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part (4) of ldaho Code 9 45-507, viz., "[sluch claim must be verified by the oath of the
claimant, his agent or attorney, to the effect that the affiant believes the same to be
just."

In rejecting Horkley's defense to improper verification, that is, one lacking a

signature, our Court gave a pragmatic and utilitarian response. Writing for a unanimous
Court, Justice W. Jones simply noted:
ldaho Code 3 45-507 requires that claims of lien "be verified
by the oath of the claimant, his agent or attorney, to the
effect that the affiant believes the same to be just." Black's
Law Dictionary (8th ed.2004) defines "verification" as a
"formal declaration made in the presence of an authorized
officer, such as a notary public ...." [BMC's agent] was
"sworn upon oath" by a notary public. ldaho Code 6 45-507
does not state that the lien must be sisned; it only states that
it must be verified by the oath of the claimant. Because [the
agent] was given an oath by a notary public, and because a
signature is not explicitly required, her typewritten name
suffices.
144 ldaho at 896-97, 174 P.3d at 405-06. (Emphasis supplied).
In continuing the theme of Idaho's lien statutes saying what they mean and
meaning what they say, one runs headlong into cornerstone Builders, Inc. v.
McReynolds, 136 ldaho 843, 41 P.3d 271 (Ct. App. 2001)' rev. denied.

There,

Cornerstone had provided labor and materials for construction of improvements on a
home owned by the McReynolds. When the homeowners failed to pay, Cornerstone
filed three claims of lien against the property. Later, another subcontractor that had also
performed work on the same property filed claims of lien and named Cornerstone as a
defendant, along with the homeowners. Upon this occurrence, Cornerstone brought a
cross-claim against the homeowners to foreclose its lien, precipitating the filing by
Cornerstone and the homeowners of cross-motions for summary judgment on the sole
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
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issue of whether Cornerstone's claims of lien complied with the verification
requirements of ldaho Code 3 45-507. The magistrate hearing the case, found in favor
of the homeowners, and Cornerstone timely appealed to the district court. The district
court reversed the magistrate, holding that the wording of the lien forms "substantiallyn
complied with ldaho Code

5 45-507.

Accordingly, the homeowners appealed, which

resulted in the Court of Appeals reversing the decision of the district court and
reinstating the magistrate's decision.
In doing so, the Court of Appeals made several observations. First, it noted that
its decision contained purely a question of law, that is, whether the language contained
in Cornerstone's liens satisfied the requirements of ldaho Code !j 45-507. Second,
noting that Cornerstone had purchased what appeared to be preprinted forms titled
"Claims of Lien," after laying out the requirements for proper verification pursuant to
ldaho Code 5 51-109(4), as this court has done ante, the Court of Appeals referenced
its previous decision of Treasure Valley Plumbing and Heating, Inc. v. Earth Resources
Co., 106 ldaho 920, 684 P.2d 322 (Ct. App. 1984). In Treasure Valley, the Court
pointed out that by taking the president's verification and the notary public's certification
together, the Court was able to find a verification that satisfied the requirements of
ldaho Code 5 45-507. In Cornerstone, a different result obtained. As Judge Perry put
it, "In this case, we need not reach the issue of whether Cornerstone's liens strictly or
substantially comply with I.C. 5 51-109(4). The claims of lien in this case do not contain
any verification even remotely similar to that in Treasure Valley." 136 ldaho at 846, 41
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P.3d at 274. Similarly, in the matter before this court, considerable stretching must take
place before the actual language of the "notarial act" before this court, viz.,
I, Janice C. Hanson, a Notary Public in and for said County
and State, hereby certify that David M. Zawadski, personally
known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence) to be the person(s) whose name(s) islare
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he...executed the same voluntarily on the day the same
bears date . . ..
becomes:
I, Janice C. Hanson, a notary public, do hereby certify that
on this 28th day of November, 2006, personally appeared
before me Zawadski, who, being by me first duly sworn,
declared that he is the Authorized Representative of
ParkWest Homes, LLC, and that he signed the foregoing
document as a member of the limited liability company, and
that the statements therein contained are true.
....................(official signature and seal)."
More importantly, even heavier straining takes place to turn
I, the undersigned, say: I am the Authorized Representative
of the claimant of the foregoing mechanic's lien; I have read
said mechanic's lien and know the contents thereof; the
same is true of my knowledqe.
I declare under ~enaltvof periuw that the forenoins is true
and correct.
Executed this 28th day of November, 2006, at Nampa, ldaho
(Emphasis supplied)

into a verified statement under oath of the claimant to the effect that the affiant "believes
the same to be just," as required by ldaho Code

3 45-507(4). This especially follows

when the "statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and offsets," as
required by ldaho Code 3 45-507(3)(a), appears nowhere on the preprinted "Mechanic's
Lien" form in the first place. Accordingly, as in the Cornerstone decision, the purported
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
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lien in this case, read in its entirety, fails to comply with the statutory requirements.
Indeed, it fails to contain any verification even "remotely similar" to the one upheld in
Treasure Valley Plumbing and Heating. Hence, the court will not deal with the other
issues raised by MERS centering on why the verification fails or upon PARKWEST's
assertion that the verification passes judicial muster under Treasure Valley Plumbing
and Heating. It does not. There exists no "substantial compliance," if for no other
reason, there exists no "statement of his demand, after deducting all just credits and
offsets." See ldaho Code $45-507.

2. Failure to Register under the ldaho Contractor Registration Act
Nevertheless, even if this court has misconstrued the law and the obvious
language and effect of the Mechanic's Lien now before the court, MERS "trump card1'
entails PARKWEST's failure to register under the ldaho Contractor Registration Act,
ldaho Code §§ 54-5201 et seq. (the Act). Clearly, no dispute exists over the fact that
PARKWEST negotiated the contract with BARNSON before it registered under the Act,
and no dispute exists over the fact that before PARKWEST supplied materials or labor
for the construction of the BARNSON residence, it had registered under the Act. Put
another way, while PARKWEST contracted with BARNSON in an apparent violation of
the Act, it registered under the Act before it undertook any performance under the
contract. Hence, assuming PARKWEST has a valid lien (which this court has
determined it does not) what MERS asks this court to do is prevent PARKWEST from
enforcing the lien for its failure to register under the Act because it held itself out as a
"contractor" before properly being registered.
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
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As expected, PARKWEST contends this would result in an absurdity, going so
far as to set up several "straw men" in taking MERS1contention, "Nothing in the Act
gives a contractor an opportunity to cure its failure to register-and
!

thereby rescind the

waiver of its lien rights," to its "logical" conclusion. What PARKWEST fails to address,
however, centers on the status of the contract between itself and BARNSON in the first
instance. Is it merely voidable; or, as suggested by a case neither party references in
the briefing provided the court, is the contract void ab initjo? More importantly, what is
the "So what" in either instance?

a. The PARKWEST-BARNSON contract is void
Neither party has cited this court to an authoritative case that construes the Act.
The reason, more probable than not, is that no such case exists, at least as far as this
court knows. The Act, after all, is only now entering its fourth year.

However, an

analogous case involving the similar Public Works Contractors License Act may very
well portend a future holding by the ldaho Supreme Court, whether the decision arises
from this matter or another.
In Bany v. Pacific West Const., Inc., 140 ldaho 827, 103 P.3d 440 (2004), a
subcontractor that did not possess a public works license as required by law, brought an
action against the general contractor, claiming breach of contract, unjust enrichment,
and, for good measure, tacked on a "civil extortion" claim against the general
contractor's project manager. The district court granted summary judgment in favor of
the project manager, although it denied him attorneys' fees and costs. The trial court
then entered summary judgment in favor of the subcontractor under the contract, and
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awarded attorneys' fees and costs in doing so. The ldaho Supreme court vacated the

I

trial court's judgment and remanded the matter back for the trial court to determine the
extent of recovery under an unjust enrichment theory. The Court made some salient
observations, however, it arriving at their decision.
Although neither party nor the trial court raised the issue of an illegal contract, the
Court did sua sponte. Indeed, the Court noted it had the duty to raise the issue of
illegality under the authority of Quiring v. Quiring, 130 ldaho 560, 566, 944 P.2d 695,
701 (1997) and Trees v. Kersey, 138 ldaho 3, 6, 56 P.3d 765, 768 (2002). See 140
ldaho at 832, 103 P.2d at 445. The Court set out the legislative definition of a public
works contractor under ldaho Code § 54-1901(a), noting that both the plaintiff and the
defendant conformed to the definition, and, taking it one step further, noted that the
plaintiff did not qualify for any of the exceptions to registration.

The Court also

concluded that the project at the center of the dispute qualified as a public works
contract. That having been stated, Chief Justice Schroeder for a unanimous Court
wrote, "The fact that [plaintiff] did not have the requisite license renders its contract with
[defendant] illegal, because the contract constituted an agreement to perform an illegal
act." Id. Yet, Justice Schroeder goes on to write about the unenforceability of an illegal
contract in this state:
The Court will not enforce an illegal contract. Quiring,
130 ldaho at 568, 944 P.2d at 703. Illegal contracts are
void, and generally the Court will "leave the parties where it
finds them." Id.;Trees, 138 ldaho at 9, 56 P.3d at 771; Kunz
v. Lobo Lodge, Inc., 133 ldaho 608, 611, 990 P.2d 1219,
1222 (Ct. App. 1999). This Court has stated that "the
rationale for leaving the parties where the law finds them is
premised on the notion that both parties are equally at fault."
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Trees, 138 ldaho at 9, 56 P.3d at 771. When the Court
"leaves the parties where it finds them," it denies recovery to
either party. Momson v. Young, 136 ldaho 316, 319, 32
P.3d 1116, 1119 (2001); Kunz, 133 ldaho at 612, 990 P.2d
at 1223.

Id.
The question then arises, if the ldaho Supreme Court will not enforce illegal (read
"void") contracts, how can this court enforce them?

Essentially, that is what

PARKWEST asks this court to do in denying MERS motion for summary judgment, that
is, allow them to recover under an illegal contract through the operation of certain lien
statutes. Perhaps the question that pops up for PARKWEST amounts to this: How can
this court conclude the contract between PARKWEST and BARNSON is illegal, hence,
unenforceable? The follow up question then becomes: Even if the contract is void why
does that entitle MERS to summary judgment?
The reason this court is certain that the contract between PARKWEST and
BARNSON is void is because that is the essential rule established in Bany v. Pacific
West Const., Inc., supra. There, the Court construed the following language of ldaho
Code 5 54-1902 in order to conclude the contract at issue amounted to an illegal one.
It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the business
or act in the capacity of a public works contractor within this
state without first obtaining and havinq a license issued
pursuant to the provisions of this chapter by the
administrator of the division of building safety, unless such
person is particularly exempt as provided in this chapter.

Id. (Emphasis provided.)
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Aside from the obvious, how does that language differ in effect from the language
found in ldaho Code § 54-5204, notwithstanding, as counsel for PARKWEST might
remind the court, his client and BARNSON only entered into the contract a mere three

I

months after the declared emergency effective date of the Act?
(1) On and after January I,2006, is shall be unlawful for
any person to enqaae in the business of, or hold himself out
as, a contractor within this state without beinq reaistered as
required bv this chaoter.
(2) It shall be unlawful for a contractor to engage any
other contractor who is required by this chapter to be
registered as a contractor unless such other contractor
furnishes satisfactory proof to the contractor that he is duly
registered under the provisions of this chapter.
(3) Anv person who enaaaes in the business or acts in the
capacity of a contractor, whether or not dulv reaistered, has
thereby submitted to the jurisdiction or the state of ldaho and
to the administrative jurisdiction of the ldaho contractors
board, and shall be subiect to all penalties and remedies
available under ldaho law for anv violation of this chapter.

ldaho Code § 54-5204. (Emphasis supplied.)
Hence, one of the remedies available, though not directly raised by either party,
entails the court declaring the contract between PARKWEST and BARNSON as illegal
under the authority of Bany v. Pacific West Const., Inc., supra, and the cases relied
upon in that decision. The fact that BARNSON is no longer a party to this action
certainly should not prevent this court from doing so, because the remedy, othennrise
available to PARKWEST, and which MERS seeks to vitiate, must rely directly upon that
contract in the first instance. Since PARKWEST, by its own admission, entered into a
contract with BARNSON (thus, "acted') before it complied with the requirements of the
Act, PARKWEST subjected itself to "all penalties and remedies available under ldaho
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law for any violation of [the Act]." ldaho Code 5 54-5204 (3). Moreover, because this
court has the duty to call an illegal contract when it sees one, and the court believes it

I

has seen one, the remedy under ldaho law amounts to declaring the contract void.
Does that mean that PARKWEST built the house free? Not until it elected to enter into
a side deal with BARNSON apparently relieving her of any further liability. At the very
least, PARKWEST should have been entitled to a recovery based upon unjust
enrichment. See Bany v. Pacific West Const., Inc, 140 ldaho at 833, 103 P.3d at 446.
Nevertheless, that issue is not before the court. Instead, this court simply finds the
contract between PARKWEST and BARNSON to be void as an illegal contract.
b. MERS standing is no longer an issue.

The third issue argued in MERS motion for summary judgment dealt with the
issue of PARKWEST1sfailure to provide BARNSON with certain statutory pre-contract
disclosures required by ldaho Code 45-525. In response, PARKWEST argued to the
court that MERS was not entitled to summary judgment on this issue on the grounds
MERS had no standing to raise the issue since it was not a party to the contract
between PARKWEST and BARNSON. PARKWEST further averred BARNSON had
waived all of her potential claims against PARKWEST in their STIPULATION.
However, this court has found that MERS is entitled to summary judgment
because the contract at issue is void; accordingly, it need not address the legal impact
of PARKWEST's admitted failure to make the statutory disclosures. Thus, whether
MERS has standing to raise the issue is moot because any remedy available to either
BARNSON or MERS, standing in her place, is undone by the finding that the contract is
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void for its illegality. This means, all parties return to respective pre-contract status.
Thus, the court will not address the third issue raised by MERS in the motion for
summary judgment.

CONCLUSION

Having found that the Mechanic's Lien fails because it does not contain the
proper verification, and having found that the contract between PARKWEST and
BARNSON is void, as an illegal contract, due to PARKWEST'S admitted failure to
register prior to entering the contract, the court grants MERS its motion for summary
judgment.
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:
1. MERS motion for summary judgment is granted.

2. All pending hearings scheduled shall be vacated.
3. Counsel for MERS shall prepare the appropriate judgment for entry based upon
the court's decision.

/'3
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The undersigned certifies that on
January 2009 slhe served a true and correct copy of the
original of the forgoing MEMORANDUM DECISION ON DEFENDANT MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on the following individuals in the manner
described:
Upon Ryan McFarland, HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP, attorneys for Defendant
Mortgage Electronic Systems, Inc., at PO Box 1617, Boise, ID 83701-1617; and upon
Robert 8.Burns, MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED, attorneys
for Plaintiff PARWEST HOMES LLC, at PO Box 829, Boise, Idaho 83701
when s/he caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage attached.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court

By:

'TtL&&J
Deputy clerk! of the Court
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ORIGINAL

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
C. DYE, DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

1

PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited )
)
liability company,
)
)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 07-8274
JUDGMENT

1

VS.

JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fMa
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10,
Defendants.

)
)

1
)
)
)

1
)
)

Based upon this Court's Memorandum Decision on Defendant Mortgage Electronic
Systems, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, dated and filed with the Court on January 6,
2009, and good cause appearing therefor;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that final judgment is
awarded in favor of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC (fMa Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.) ("MERS"), and
against Plaintiff ParkWest Homes LLC ("ParkWest") as follows:

1,

With respect to the real property at issue in this lawsuit, the liens of MERS'
Deeds of Trust are, for all purposes, prior and senior to ParkWest's mechanic's
lien that is at issue in this above-captioned action;

JUDGMENT - 1

000134

2.

ParkWest's claims for relief and this case against MERS are dismissed in their
entirety with prejudice; and

3.

This Court may amend or supplement this judgment at the appropriate time for
the entry of any ruling on costs and attorneys' fees as appropriate and the Court
shall retain jurisdiction over this case for those purposes.

DATED THIS

day of January, 2009.
A

--- G

O ~ O W.
N PETRIE
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this &day of January, 2009,I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Robert B. Bums
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK,
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 1othFloor
P.O. Box 829
/'
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for PlaintiffJ,

/
'

/

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

- J

David E. Wishney,,
Attorney at Law '
300 W. Myrtle Street, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID.83701-0837
[Attoqey for Defendant Julie G. Barnson]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
,
i~I-1
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

J U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
Telecopy

WILLIAM H. HURST
Clerk of the Court

BY

[I,

Deputy Clerk
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Robert B. Bums, ISB No. 3744
MOFFATT,
THOMAS,
BARRETT,
ROCK&
FIELDS,CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
rbb@moffatt.corn
23095.0001
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

Case No. CV 07-8274
I

VS.

JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a
Delaware corporation, as nominee for
Homecomings Financial, LLC ( W a
Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.), a
Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1-10;
Defendants-Respondents.

-

NOTICE OF APPEAL 1

I

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS JULIE G. BARNSON AND
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC. AND THE
PARTIES' ATTORNEYS, DAVID E. WISHNEY, 300 W. MYRTLE, SUITE
200, P.O. BOX 837, BOISE, IDAHO 83701, AND STEPHEN C. HARDESTY
AND RYAN T. MCFARLAND OF THE FIRM HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &
HAWLEY LLP, 877 W. MAIN STREET, SUITE 1000, P.O. BOX 1617, BOISE,
IDAHO 8370 1- 1617, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED
COURT.
The above-named appellant, ParkWest Homes LLC, appeals against the

1.

above-named respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final judgment entered in the
above entitled action on January 26,2009, by the Hon. Gordon W. Petrie, presiding.
2.

The appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgment described in paragraph 1 above is appealable pursuant to Rule 1l(a)(l), I.A.R.
The preliminary issues on appeal are:

3.

(a)

Did the district court err in ruling that the subject claim of lien

filed of record by the appellant failed to substantially comply with the requirements of Idaho
Code Section 45-507?
(b)

Did the district court err in ruling that the subject contract between

appellant and respondent Julie G. Barnson is void?
(c)

Did the district court err in ruling that the issue of unjust

enrichment was not before the court?
4.

No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record in this

5.

A reporter's transcript is requested of the hearing in this action held on

action.

November 24,2008.
6.

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the

clerk's record in addition to those automatically included pursuant to Rule 28, I.A.R.:

-
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(a)

All affidavits filed in support of the respondents' motion for

summary judgment, specifically including the Affidavit of Ryan T. McFarland in Support of
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.' Motion for Summary Judgment, dated
October 1,2008; and
(b)

All affidavits filed in opposition to the respondents' motion for

summary judgment, specifically including the Affidavit of David Zawadzki, filed November 10,
2008.
7.

I certify:
(a)

that a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each

reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below:
Yvonne Hyde-Gier, 1115 Albany Street,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605;
(b)

that the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee

for preparation of the reporter's transcript;
(c)

that the estimated fee for the preparation of the clerk's record has

(d)

that the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

(e)

that service has been made upon all parties required to be served

been paid;

pursuant to Rule 20, I.A.R.
DATED this 6th day of March 2009.

,

{

{

'
-
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Robert B. urns - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiff-Appellant

CERTIFICATE O F SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6th day of March, 2009, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL to be served by the method indicated
below, and addressed to the following:
Stephen C. Hardesty
Ryan T. McFarland
HAWLEY
TROXELL
ENNIS& HAWLEY
LLP
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Facsimile (208) 342-3829
David E. Wishney
ATTORNEY
AND COUNSELOR
AT LAW
300 W. Myrtle, Suite 200
P.O. Box 837
Boise, ID 83701
Facsimile (208) 342-5749
Yvonne Hyde-Gier
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
Facsimile (208) 454-7442

-
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(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES, LLC., an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

JULIE G. BARNSON, an unmarried woman;
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware corporation as
nominee for Homecomings Financial, LLC,
(f/k/a Homecomings Financial Network, Inc.),
a Delaware limited liability company; and
DOES 1- 10,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-07-08274"C
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

1
1
1

Defendants-Respondents.

I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including specific documents as requested in the
Notice of Appeal.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affuted the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this

/b

day of April, 2009.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and for the County of Canyon.
By:
Deputy

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PARKWEST HOMES, LLC., etal.,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-vsJULIE G. BARNSON, etal.,
Defendants-Respondents.

Supreme Court No. 36246
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certi$ that I have
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each
party as follows:
Robert B. Burns, MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETI', ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD.,
P. 0. Box 829, Boise, Idaho 83701
Stephen C. Hardesty, HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP.,
P. 0. Box 1617, Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affied the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this

/b

day of April, 2009.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho.
in an for the County of Canyon.
BY: J,
Dep~tY

k&

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

